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FOREWORD 

BY CAPTAIN C.S.H. HARRINGTON, RAN 

The number of trainees we have seen at CRESWELL this year has been down. This is because fewer junior 
officers have been inducted into the Navy as it strives to reduce its numbers so as to meet the requirements 
of the Force Structure Review. As a result there have been a number of courses which have been conducted 
with less than the prescribed minimum numbers. This has led to some unusual challenges for the training 
staff to ensure the students are given sufficient opportunity to develop their interpersonal, team building 
and leadership skills. 

On the training front there have been three significant developments this year. The first was the 
acquisition of GPV BASS as a training tender. She has proved her value time and time again in providing 
junior officers with the opportunity to practice what they learn in the class-room. But even more than that 
they are able to get a feel for life at sea and learn what to expect before they actually undertake any training 
in the fleet. By having some knowledge of what life will be like they should be able to concentrate more 
on their training (doing the right thing) once they reach the Fleet, rather than being continually worried 
about whether they are doing the thing right. We were given no additional resources with which to operate 
BASS and the efforts put into her upkeep and operation by those given the task has been most 
commendable noting there has been no let-up in their other duties. 

The second development has been the incorporation of Junior Naval Command Evolutions or 
CRESWELL Capers into the curriculum. Under this initiative the practical experience given to junior 
officers in organising and conducting evolutions themselves can only be to their benefit in their future 
careers. This type of training is very demanding on training staff and their time. Their response was 
excellent. 

The final development in the training arena I wish to note has been the development of the Warrant 
Officers Management and Staff Skills Course (WOMSSC). This has now reached the stage where Pilot 
Courses have been conducted and 1993 will see a concerted effort to ensure the majority of Warrant 
Officers undertake this course by the unusual, but cost effective means of the trainers taking the course 
to the trainees and conducting WOMSSC in the locations around Australia where most of the Warrant 
Officers are employed. 

The Administration and Support areas have had a particularly busy year. Naval Quality Management 
(NQM) is up and running and CRESWELL is starting to reap some benefits from NQM initiatives. A 
tremendous amount of effort has been put into developing In House Options (IHO) for Catering and Base 
Support to meet the requirements of the Commercial Support Program. Whilst it is not clear at the time 
of writing whether or not the IHQs will be successful , it certainly won't be through lack of effort on the 
part of a large number of CRESWELL personnel - both service and civilian. It has been tremendous to 
see the response in very difficult circumstances. A number of people have even written themselves out 
of jobs in the interests of ensuring the best IHQ is developed. 

This is the last forward to this magazine it will be my privilege to write. The last two years have seen 
a number of significant developments at CRESWELL. I am confident CRESWELL is now in a much 
better position to meet the future challenges it will face as the year 2000 gets steadily closer and the Navy 
brings into service a plethora of new ships, submarines and aircraft. I am only sorry that it is not yet clear 
exactly what additional functions CRESWELL may assume, but I have no doubt those at CRESWELL 
are ready to take them on. 
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HISTORY OF THE ROYAL AUSTRALIAN NAVAL COLLEGE 

The Royal Australian Naval College was founded in 1913 so that Australia could train her own naval 
officers to man her own fleet. Parliament decided to locate the College at Jervis Bay as part of its plans 
to develop a federal port here. Initially the College was established at Osborne House, Geelong, while 
these buildings were being constructed. It transferred to Jervis Bay in 1915, when the College was 
commissioned as HMAS FRANKLIN. 

A steady stream of officers graduated from the College from 1916 onwards, providing the backbone 
of the body of naval officers serving ashore and afloat. During the great depression the number of cadet 
entrants was restricted, and fmally a harsh economic climate forced the Government to move the College 
to HMAS CERBERUS in 1930. Jervis Bay then became a resort. 

In 1958 the College returned to Jervis Bay and was commissioned as HMAS CRESWELL in honour 
of Vice Admiral Sir William Creswell, KCMG, KBE, First Naval Member ofthe Naval Board when the 
College was founded. 

Many changes have taken place at the College since it was first conceived. At its foundation the College 
accepted boys aged thirteen whose four year course finished as they matriculated. Today 's officers under 
training include those studying at the tertiary level and those undertaking a variety of professional and 
preparatory courses to fit them for their place in the Royal Australian Navy. In 1986 most tertiary 
education was transferred to the Australian Defence Force Academy and the College is now conducting 
all initial professional naval training. 

It is fitting to those who have served Australia in peace and war alike that on this historic site young 
Australians continue to prepare themselves to serve their country. 

HMAS Creswell Passing Out Parade 16 August 1991 
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The Royal Australian Naval College forms the major part of HMAS CRESWELL, a shore establishment 
in the Royal Australian Navy located at Jervis Bay. The College is under the command of the 
Commanding Officer, HMAS CRESWELL. The magazine in 1992 has been re-titled the HMAS 
CRESWELL Magazine to demonstrate that, although the College is a part of CRESWELL, it is work and 
effort of all the Officers and Ship's Company that go towards the success of the training commitment. 

COLLEGE CHARTER 

The aim of the Royal Australian Naval College is to train young men and women for service to their 
country as officers in the Royal Australian Navy. Training is designed to develop concurrently the 
qualities of leadership, loyalty, integrity, responsibility and initiative, and forms the basis of the 
continuing officer development process. 





CAPTAIN C.S.H. HARRINGTON 

Captain Harrington joined the Royal Australian 
Navy as a Junior Entry Cadet Midshipman in 1963. 
He graduated from the RAN College, HMAS 
CRESWELL in 1966 and after undergoing courses 
in the United Kingdom and training in the Austral
ian Fleet he was awarded his Bridge Watchkeeping 
Certificate in 1971. 

Thereafter followed a series of postings to vari
ous ships including a year in Papua-New Guinea as 
Executive Officer of HMAS AIT APE, Bridge 
Watchkeeper in HMAS HOBART, Navigator of 
HMAS SWAN, Operations Officer and Anti-Sub
marine Warfare Officer ofHMAS Y ARRA, Com
munications Officer of HMAS HOBART and 
HMAS MELBOURNE and Executive Officer of 
HMAS BRISBANE. This sea time was interspersed 
with the occasional shore posting (Course Officer 
for New Entry Officers in HMAS CERBERUS, 
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Tactical School in HMAS W A TSON, and Fleet 
Communications Officer), and various courses (in
cluding three in UK) which culminated in him 
qualifying as an advanced warfare officer with a 
deep specialisation in communications. 

In December 1983 he was promoted to Com
mander and after attending the Joint Services Staff 
College he spent a year as a visiting fellow at the 
Strategic and Defence Studies Centre at the ANU 
before spending 18 months as Deputy Director 
Naval Force Development in Navy Office. 

He then had the good fortune to be posted in 
command of HMAS CANBERRA in May 1987. 
During his time in command, as well as participat
ing in the usual run of exercises, CANBERRA 
deployed to the SW Pacific (three times), SE Asia, 
participated in RIMP AC 88 where she frred her 
second Harpoon missile, acted as starting ship for 
the Bicentennial Hobart-Sydney Tall Ships race, 
frred the 88-gun cannonade to mark the start of the 
frreworks display in Sydney Harbour on Australia 
Day 1988, was escort ship to HMY BRITANNIA 
during Her Majesty, The Queen ' s visit to Australia, 
and participated in the Bicentennial Naval Salute. 

On leaving CANBERRA in December 1988 he 
was selected for promotion to Captain and posted 
to the Force Development and Plans Branch in 
Headquarters ADP. 1990 was spent as the Director 
of Naval Officers Postings in Navy Office. In 
January 1991 Captain Harrington assumed com
mand of HMAS CRESWELL. This is his 17th 
billet posting since being awarded his watchkeeping 
certificate. 

Captain Harrington married Kathy Wesley who 
hails from Fremantle, W A, in 1973 and they now 
have three primary school aged children. In their 17 
years of married life they have moved from one 
area to another 11 times, as well as shifting house 
within the same locality on a number of other 
occasions. Captain Harrington has a Master of 
Business Administration from Deakin University. 



TRAINING COMMANDERlEXECUTIVE OFFICER COMMANDER 
WARREN JOHNSTON 

Commander Johnston joined the RAN in 1979 
having completed sixteen years service in the Royal 
Navy. His decision "to move to Australia was no 
doubt influenced by a rewarding two-year ex
change posting with the RAN in HMAS Y ARRA 
immediately preceding his leaving the RN. 

On arrival in Australia he was posted to the 
Directorate of User Requirements in Navy Office, 
Canberra, where he remained for fourteen months 
before returning to the UK to undertake the Ad
vanced Warfare Course during which time he was 
promoted to Lieutenant Commander. A twelve
month posting to HMAS PERTH as the ASW 
Officer followed during which time the ship spent 
six months in the Indian Ocean operating with two 
USN Battle Groups. 

Returning to Australia long enough to pack up 
his family and belongings, he once again returned 
to the UK this time as an exchange officer with the 
RN. For the next two and a half years (1982-85) he 
instructed Principal Warfare Officers at HMS 
DRY AD. A short posting to HMAS WATSON as 
a warfare instructor was followed by a posting to 
HMAS TORRENS initially as the Commanding 
Officer then as the Executive Officer. 

In April 1987 he was posted back to Navy Office 
as a member of the ANZAC Ship Project for six 
months before taking up the position as Director of 
Underwater Weapons as an acting Commander. 
Promoted to Commander in June 1989, he moved 
to HQADF as the Deputy Director of Surface 
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Warfare Development. He completed Joint Serv
ices Staff College Course 42/90 before taking up 
his present appointment as Executive Officer and 
Training Commander at HMAS CRESWELL in 
December 1990. 

Commander and Maureen Johnston have been 
married for eighteen years and have two daughters 
and a son. 



LIEUTENANT COMMANDER J.D. JONES 

Having emigrated from England as a child and 
attending schools in Queensland and New South 
Wales, Lieutenant Commander Dave Jones joined 
the Navy in 1971. After basic training at HMAS 
CERBERUS he was posted to the School of Air 
Navigation at RAAF EAST SALE where he 
completed the full RAAF Navigation Course. He 
was subsequently posted to HT725 Squadron at 
Nowra for Operational Flying Training as an 
Observer on Wessex 31 B helicopters. In 1972 he 
was posted, still as a Midshipman, to HS817 
Squadron for front-line ASW helicopter operations. 
This posting saw him on and off the Aircraft 
Carrier, HMAS MELBOURNE, during the 
seventies. 

In 1974, the then Sub-Lieutenant Jones, survived 
a major accident in which the Wessex helicopter 
had a total engine failure, ditched in the sea and 
immediately rolled over and sank. Then one night 
in 1975, during a conversion to the new Seaking 
MK50 helicopters, he winched to safety the crew 
of the frrst Seaking ditching in Shoalhaven Bight. 

Many happy deployments in HMAS 
MELBOURNE culminated in the trip to the United 
Kingdom in 1977 to attend the Spithead Review. 
On return, Lieutenant Jones was posted to the 
Simulator Complex as an instructor on the Rear 
Crew Compartment Seaking Simulator. In 1979 
Lieutenant Jones resigned to attend full-time 
studies. 

After two years at Baptist Theological College 
of Queensland, he joined Everyman's Welfare 
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Service, a para-church philanthropic organisation 
working in the Australian Army providing welfare 
support services. 

After five years he rejoined the Navy as a 
Lieutenant Observer again on HS817 Squadron. 
Most of his time here was spent instructing, again 
on the Seaking Simulator. In 1987 he was granted 
acting rank of Lieutenant Commander and posted 
back to RAAF EAST SALE as Senior Naval 
Officer and Chief Observer Instructor. During this 
posting a major revision of the Observers Course 
was initiated to bring it up to date with today's 
demands. 

It was on completion of this posting that Lieu
tenant Commander Jones arrived at HMAS 
CRESWELL. After 12 months as Course Planning 
Coordinator, Lieutenant Commander J ones is now 
Training Officer who manages the Training De
partment with, and for, the Training Commander. 
Lieutenant Commander Jones has also been the 
Course Implementation Officer this year for the 
Junior Officers Common Training and Junior Na
val Command Courses. 

Lieutenant Commander Jones is married to 
Susan and they have three boys, Daryl, Warren and 
Kyle aged 9, 6 and 4, and they live in Nowra. 
Lieutenant Commander Jones is heavily involved 
in the local Baptist Church and is Captain of their 
Boys' Brigade Company and his wife is Captain of 
the Girls' Brigade. Lieutenant Commander Jones' 
hobbies include bushwalking, leadlighting and 
sailing. 



RAN COLLEGE STAFF - 1992 

Commanding Officer: 
Captain C.S.H. Harrington, RAN 

Executive Officer: 
Commander W. Johnston, RAN 

Supply Officer: 
Lieutenant Commander E. Lawler, RAN 

Facilities and Property Officer: 
Lieutenant Commander J. Buttle, RANEM 

First Lieutenant: 
Lieutenant F. Eyck, RAN 

Chaplains: 
Chaplain MJ. Walbank, RAN (Anglican) 
Chaplain M.L. Davis, RAN (Roman Catholic) 
Chaplain I.K. McKendrick, RAN (Protestant) 

Training Officer: 
Lieutenant Commander J.D. Jones, RAN 

New Entry Officer Course: 
Lieutenant Commander GJ. Bridgart, RAN 

Junior Officers Staff Course: 
Lieutenant Commander A. Hinge, RAN 

Jervis Divisional Officer: 
Lieutenant G. Turner, RAN 

Phillip Divisional Officer: 
Lieutenant J. Fowler, RAN 

Training Development Officer: 
Lieutenant Commander R. Chartier, RAN 

Quality Control Officer: 
Lieutenant T. Kenny, RAN 
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Course Planning Co-ordinator: 
Lieutenant B. Walsh, RAN 

Course Programmer: 
Petty Officer T. Gropp 

Instructors : 
Lieutenant C. McHardie, RAN 
Lieutenant R. Warren-Smith, RAN 
Lieutenant A. Dunlop, RAN 
Lieutenant C. Addison, RAN 
Lieutenant S. Smith, RAN 
Lieutenant A. Williams, RAN 
Lieutenant P. Stokes, RAN 
Warrant Officer W. Rose 
Petty Officer G. Glaessner 

Parade Training: 
Chief Petty Officer G. Harber 
Petty Officer Dean 
Able Seaman Shaw 

Sports Staff: 
Chief Petty Officer I. Sutton 
Petty Officer K.W. Mellowship 
Leading Seaman A. Schofield 
Leading Seaman T. Goodman 

Support Staff: 
Ms K. Matthes 
MrsA.Kemp 
Mr M. Halliday 
MrL. Holman 
Mr L. Mearing 

Librarian: 
Mrs V. Costello 
Ms M. Wilkins 



TRAINING STAFF 

Left to Right: 
Back Row: POQMG Dean. CPOQMG Harber. ABQMG Shaw 
Centre Row: LEUT R. Warren-Smith. LCDR R. Chartier. LEUT G. Turner. LEUT A. Dunlop. LEUT T. Kenny. Mr M . 
Halliday . CMDR W. lohnston. Ms K. Matthes. LCDR. D. lones. LEUT B. Walsh . LEUT B. Smith . LEUT F. Eyck. LEUT P. 
Stokes. LEUT C. McHardie . 
Front Row: CPOPT I. Sulton . POQMG G. Gropp. LSPT A. Schofield. LCDR G. Bridgart. LCDR A. Hinge . LEUT l . Fowler. 
LEUT A. Williams . LEUT C. Addison . 
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NEW ENTRY OFFICERS COURSE 12 

Left to Right: 
Back Row: SBLT D. McFarlane, MIDN K. Taylor, SBLT M. Melchior, SBLT G. Logan, SBLT L. Van Vliet, MIDN M. 
Thompson, SBLT S. Mills , SBLT C. Mocnik, SBLT A. Wright , SBLT R . Gishubl, SBLT K. Hutton , MIDN P. Burgess , SBLT A. 
Robinson , MIDN A . Savage. 
Middle Row: MIDN G. Anson, MIDN R. Fonhof, SBLT N. Mak, SBLT N. Odgaard, SBLT 1. Thomas , SBLT D . Hutchinson , 
MIDN J. Kempton , SBLT L. Patterson , SBLT R. Flay , SBLT W. Sahlman , SBLT A. 0 ' Donoghue , SBLT B . Furness . 
Front Row: SBLT V. Heard, SBLT D . Robertson , SBLT R. Brown, SBLT W. Wood, SBLT I. Jimmieson , MIDN D. Murphy, 
SBLT M. Crocker, MIDN T. Glynn, MIDN C. McGarrity, MIDN D. Graham, SBLT A. Clark, MIDN 1. Barton . 
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NEOC 12 

THE FIRST EIGHT WEEKS 

Monday 02 March 1991 marked the start of the 
newly named New Entry Officers Course (NEOC) 
for 41 officers. The age and backgrounds of the 
officers on NEOC 12 was wide and varied, ranging 
from 19 year olds straight from civvy street to 32 
year old changeovers with 14 years of Navy 
experience. This blend of youth and experience 
was to prove very beneficial to all concerned in the 
next six months. 

The first week was the start of the Initial Training 
Period (ITP) of four weeks. ITP was culture shock 
for all with PT and marching at 0600 as well as dog 
watch sport, divisional interviews and meetings, 
rounds, taskbooks, duties and all ofthese activities 
were out of hours in 'our own' time. No leave and 
no bar privileges were thrown in just to keep our 
minds on track. The first week ended with the 
Pixley Cup Beach Olympics being contested 
between the two divisions, Phillip and Jervis, on 
Captains Beach. After a lot of huffing, puffing, 
grunting and groaning, as well as aching arms and 
legs, Phillip emerged the victors. 

The second week drifted into the third and in no 
time the fourth disappeared too. In this time the two 
divisions took on the might of the establishment in 
another beach olympics and once again Phillip 
proved to be the ironmen of the beach with another 
victory. Another sporting event that was to prove 
the nemesis of many a NEOC was the dreaded cross 
country run. The time of26 minutes for men and 32 
minutes for women proved hard to beat, but with 
the incentive of bar privileges and leave at stake 
many a NEOC found that extra bit of something to 
beat the clock. 

Most officers had settled into the routines of the 
Naval College by the end of the fourth week and 
things like the ironing, boot polishing, rounds, and 
early morning activities were just getting that little 
bit easier but only just. 
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The weekend of the 28 February saw RANC 
host RMC, ADFA, and RAAFCOL in the 
Interservice College Sports. The venue was at 
Captains beach with and beach olympics format. 
The honours went to ADFA with RMC, RANC 
and RAAFCOL fmishing in order. The highlight 
of the weekend was the pyjama party in the 
College Mess on the Saturday which raged on 
into the night and was a major factor for the 
demise of the RANC team on the Sunday of 
competition. 

The Rex Benson Cricket match was held on 
the 05 April between RANC and FONSC 11. As 
was the usual custom, irrespective of who won 
the toss, the FONSC 11 fielded and met some 
brisk and enterprising batting by the College 11. 
After a fme lunch the FONSC 11 batted and 
found the College bowling lineup also to be 
brisk, with Capt Harrington sending down the 
last few overs to deny the FONSC 11 victory. It 
was the first time in many years that the trophy 
had been won by the college. 

Character Guidance in the sixth week brought 
a welcome change oftempo for the NEOCs. With 
one group heading for Geroa and the other to 
Goulbum, everybody had the time to reflect and 
recharge their batteries before coming back for 
one more week at RANC until the Easter break. 
Easter marked the end of ITP and a welcome 
chance to disappear for four days to see family 
and friends that had not been seen for seven 
weeks. 

25 April saw RANC involved in ANZAC Day 
March through Huskisson and gave the NEOC's 
the chance to put on public display the drill skills 
learned at RANC over the last eight weeks. The 
hospitality of the local RSL was savoured that 
night and many a sore head the next day attested 
to how good that hospitality was. 



PHILLlP DIVISION 
Left to Right: 
Back Row: SBLT G. Logan, SBLT T. Wright, SBLT R . Gishubl, MIDN M. Thompson, MIDN P. Burgess, SBLT K. Hutton 
Second Row: SBLT L. Van Vliet , SBLT N. Mak, SBLT N. Odgaard, SBLT R. Flay , SBLT W. Sah/man, SBLT A . 0' Donoghue , 
MIDN A. Savage 
Front Row: LEUT J. Fowler, SBLT D . Hutchinson, SBLT W. Wood, SBLT I. Jimmieson, MIDN C. McGarrity , MIDN D. 
Graham, SBLT V. Heard 
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JERVIS DIVISION - NEOC 12 
Left to Right: 
Back Row: SBLT D. McFarlane. MIDN K. Taylor . SBLT S. Mills . SBLTC. Mocnik. SBLT 1. Thomas . SBLT A. Robinson 
Middle Row: SBLT M. Melchior. MIDN G. Anson. MIDN R. Fonhof, SBLT L. Patterson. MIDN J . Kempton . SBLT B. Furness 
Front Row: LEUT C. Addison (AIDO) . POSY G. Glaessner (AIDSS) . MIDN J . Barton. SBLT D. Robertson. SBLT M. Crocker. 
MIDN D.Murphy. MIDN T. Glynn . SBLT R. Brown. SBLT A. Clark. LEUT G. Turner (DO) POQMG T. Gropp (DSS) 
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CHARACTER GUIDANCE 

JERVIS DIVISION 

by SBL T A. Robinson, RAN 

Slightly less than one score weeks ago, ourCPC 
brought forth on this course, a module conceived 
in liberty (?!) and dedicated to the proposition that 
all trainees are created equal, but the character of 
some them lacks direction. Character Guidance 
(CG) was designed to remedy this. Buzzes con
cerning CG abounded. It was worse than ITP. 
Trainees were not pennitted to wear rig. They were 
required to sleep for at least eight hours each night. 
Each meal break lasted an hour ... 

CRESWELL was not designed to meet the 
needs ofNEOCs undergoing CG. (After all, it is a 
Naval establishment, not a prison). No, what was 
needed was something along the lines of Long 
Bay, The Ritz, The Melbourne Park Royal... sadly 
these corrective establishments had no vacancies. 
So the NEOCs went to retreat houses at Geroa or 
Goulbum depending on their preference for a 
seaside or rural holiday. Sorry, hell camp. 

Your correspondent opted for the latter. He and 
his companions arrived at Goulburn early in the 
afternoon of 6 Apri I. Frightened by the buzzes they 
had heard they could not bring themselves to 
imagine what lay ahead. Their worst fears were 
confmned when, soon after their arrival, they were 
introduced to the camp commandant. Chaplain 
Mark Walbank cut an impressive figure in his 
black shirt and jodhpurs. His twitching jaw and 
duelling scar added a certain something to his 
appearance. 

Seeking to lull the unsuspecting NEOCs into a 
false sense of security, he welcomed them to 
Goulburn. (Hmmm, so far, so good.) He then 
invited them to find their rooms in the retreat 
house. (Yes, okay .. . ). On completion, the NEOCs 
were to muster in the Chapel (oh, no!). Character 
Guidance would commence with Church Famil
iarisation (This is how a church door opens ... ) and 
a brief brief on the week ahead. 

What was in store for the intrepid trainees? 
Character Guidance, obviously the purpose of the 
week was to provide trainees with an opportunity 
to explore and develop their views on various 
moral and ethical issues. 

Is there a God? What is right and what is wrong? 
What time is lunch? These and other questions 
close to the hearts of all NEOCs were tackled with 
gusto. A number of activities designed to stimulate 
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the discussion of such questions were conducted. 
They included a gaol visit, playing 'Risk', viewing 
thought-provoking films and sitting the Myers
Briggs personality test. 

These activities ranged from the edifying to the 
enjoyable. One of the more edifying activities was 
the class' visit to the Goulbum Training Centre 
(fonnerly, HM Prison Goulbum). Not a nice place 
to visit, one would have to be mad (or imprisoned) 
to live there. The name change has done nothing for 
the place. It is as oppressive as any gaol. Perhaps it 
is something to do with its high stone walls, razor 
wire and armed guards? It was a very solemn group 
of NEOCs that left the Training Centre that day. 

The Myer-Briggs personality test was also edi
fying. (No, everyone passed). When I was simply 
a NEOC, I talked like a NEOC and I thought like a 
NEOC. Now that I am an ENFJ, I have put NEOC 
ways behind me. I talk and think like a charming, 
warm and enthusiastic person. I am friendly, tactful 
and sympathetic (but most of the other trainees are 
turkeys!). 

The class 'favourite pasttime was playing ' Risk' . 
The object of this game is nothing less than world 
domination. Players assume the roles of power
crazed generals. (This is easier for some than oth
ers). They deploy their forces to various hot sports 
and engage their opponents in savage battles. The 
general who possesses the greatest acumen and 
displays the most outstanding leadership (and rolls 
the highest score on the dice) wins. ' Risk ' brings 
out the worst and very worst in people. Lying, 
cheating, stealing, killing prisoners: the referee 
was out of control! what valuable, moral lesson did 
the class learn from playing 'Risk'? Pass. 

And so to the movies. The films possessed a 
common theme: conflict. There was Man against 
God (,The Mission'), Man against Woman ('The 
War of the Roses') and Man against the System 
('Blood Oath'). The NEOCs made this theme their 
own, engaging in some bloody hand-to-hand fight
ing over the few available cushions and rugs. At the 
end of the film, after the casualties had been treated 
and the jaffas and popcorn had been picked up, the 
NEOCs engaged in some thoughtful discussion. 
Was Gabrielle correct in following the dictates of 
his conscience? Where did the Roses go wrong? 
What's for supper? 



The end of the week came much too quickly. 
One day we were driving to Goulburn to begin the 
course and the next we were still at Goulburn. In 
fact we were there the day after that, too ... No, 
really, our time there went very quickly. Character 
Guidance provided the NEOCs with some valuable 
insights into themselves. (They would sell their 
own grandmothers for a fistful of jaffas and a 
cushion or two). They also gained an appreciation 
of the diversity of others' views. This greater self
awareness and respect for the views of others will 
be of benefit to them. Naval Officers cannot expect 
to understand their sailors if they do not understand 
themselves. Nor can they hope to make sound 
decisions if they do not listen to the counsel of 
experienced personnel. 

SEA DAY ON GPV BASS 

by SBLT M.R. Melchior, RAN 

It was a cold, grey July morning with the air crisp 
and still. The mighty Battle Star, GPV BASS, sat 
ominously by the SAR wharf, a wonder to behold. 
There was an eerie sensation in the air that morn
ing. A mixture of anticipation, excitement and, yes, 
even a touch of fear. 

Today the trainees of NEOC 12 were to take up 
the challenge, to take command of this vessel and 
navigate the treacherous waters of Jervis Bay under 
the watchful eye of those intrepid seaman officers 
Lieutenants Warren-Smith and Stokes. On reflec
tion of the composition of the trainees on board that 
day it is of little surprise that these two warriors 
were a little fearful. The thought of future MEO' s, 
WEEO's, Birdies, Pussers and even, God forbid, 
IT's taking charge of such a fme war machine as 
BASS was enough to make the toughest seaman 
age a few years and hold back a cringe of terror. 

Despite the dangers that lurked beyond the 
safety of the breakwater the band of adventurers 
bravely risked life and limb in the pursuit of that 
elusive, mythical sea creature, Oscar. The die-hard 
attitudes of the trainees would not let them rest until 
they retrieved this beast once again and again and 
again .... 

Once beyond the breakwater this able body of 
men took charge, sort of. Each member was to swap 
around between all the duties so as to feel both the 
power and importance of each position. The trainee 
OOW was clearly in command being sure to echo 
every breath uttered by LEUT's Warren-Smith or 

The trainee navigator was busy plotting the 
ships position in the bay but frustration was quick 
to set in with each trainee when he realised that 
navigating was a waste oftime. What was the point 
in finding out where you are when you keep mov
ing around. Why not wait until you get where 
you,re going then plot your position. It seems to 
make much more sense!? 

Of course everyone onboard took charge of the 
telegraphs and the helm sometime throughout the 
day. The crew on the bridge were like poetry in 
motion during the many evolutions that were un
dertaken that day. The communications were 
smooth, clear and concise. The shouts of Half 
ahead both, Stop Port, Half astern Starboard, Stop 
both, Half ahead Starboard, Half astern Port were 
exquisite. To the dismay of the telegraph operators 
such a combination of orders were usually given 
over a period of about three seconds. The snappy 
response would come back 'Huh ... oooooh 
uuumm oh yeah telegraphs sent down and re
peated, Sir' Of course the response of the helms
men were just as inspiring. 

LS Miechelle had a wonderful day. He must 
have acquired at least two dozen cold cans of liquid 
refreshments from trainees through lack lustre at
tempts by them in recovering that devil, Oscar. 
After all handling a grappling hook is very difficult, 
even if the sea is dead calm and the target you seek 
is directly below you, don't you agree, Banjo. 

Stokes, whichever was on the bridge at the time. GPV Bass at anchor in Jervis Bay 
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Well, all adventures must come to an end and 
this one was no exception. The fiery crew of 
trainees returned triumphantly home to the SAR 
Wharf having achieved their goal. Oscar had been 
successfully saved, as usual and the mighty Battle 
Star was still in one piece. Everyone had had their 
fair turn at the respective positions, although some 
did require a bit of encouragement to get out of the 
hole and partake, didn't they Taffy. Once along
side all of the trainees were very jubilant after the 
days activities but none were as ecstatic as Lieu
tenants Warren-Smith and Stokes to be back safely 
on dry land. The trainees then disappeared into the 
distance and lived happily ever after. 

SHOP WINDOW: A BIRD'S EYE VIEW 

by MIDN KJ.M. Taylor, RAN 

Before young officers go out into the fleet, they 
should have an idea as to how they will be em
ployed once they get there. As far as the Officers of 
NEOC 12 are concerned, this was taken care of 
amply whilst in HMAS JERVIS BAY for their Sea 
Familiarisation opus of June!May 1992. The only 
people not to get such a thorough sampling of their 
futures were the Pilots and Observers. To this end, 
a morning at HMAS ALBATROSS was organised 
for the 'Birdmen', which proved to be very worth
while. 

The bus slipped CRESWELL some time after 
0800 and proceeded directly to ALBATROSS 
with one of the aforementioned Birdy's at the helm 
(ergo; a safe and comfortable ride was assured). 
Once we arrived at ALBATROSS, we mustered at 
the Simulator Complex (SIMCOM to the 
Techheads) to be met by the smiling countenance 
of Lieutenant Tom Smillie, Seahawk simulator 
instructor. Stepping through yet another door that 
hissed at me like an irate goose, we found our
selves in what may be loosely termed the 'Rig 
Room'. This is the part of the complex where 
software for the S-70B-2 (Seahawk) is trialled 
prior to being put into the simulator to be 'Bedded 
In'. From here the software is installed in an 
operational aircraft. One gets a feel for the power 
of this aircraft in its role as a weapons platform, 
when it is explained what those little flashing 
lights, ringing bells and buzzers actually do. It has 
been said that today's Observer has taken on the 
status of an airborne Principal Warfare Officer 
(ASW, in this case). 

Enough of the advertisements. 
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The S-70B-2 simulator itself is accessed from 
the fust floor of the building, and resembles a 
constipated mantid when viewed from above. There 
being five of us (MIDN'S GRANT 'GRUNTER' 
ANSON, TO DD 'TINKERBELL' GLYNN , 
DA VID 'BIGGLES' GRAHAM and CARL 
'MACCA' MACGARRITY, and of course, your 
humble scribe.), one had to adjudicate, as moving 
five people in the simulator (as with the real air
craft) is like trying to perform the two-step in a 
telephone booth. 

Each of the would-be aviators took turns at 
'polling' the aircraft as I sat in DC central looking 
on amused. DC central is the computer terminal the 
instructor usually sits at to program in failed equip
ment, horrendous meteorological events, and even 
sea states that have the ship (Aviators call it the 
'Boat') tossing about like a cork. 

Instructors usually introduce a student slowly to 
the S-70B-2 simulators as it is quite sensitive in all 
axes, and today was no different. LEUT Smillie 
demonstrated the hover and basic handling with the 
students following him through on their duplicated 
controls. After a while the Lads had a rough idea as 
to what was going on. This is where I play my 
cameo role. Having been shown this facility some 
five months previously, I am well aware of the 
confusion and concern engendered in the cockpit 
crew when things unexpectedly turn to 'custard'. I 
took this opportunity to hail a technician who was 
familiar with the DC panel and asked him if we 
could change things. Within a short time the ' box ' 
was vibrating spasmodically to the tune of a rotor 
imbalance. This was merely the start. After several 
engine failures , from which there was no possible 
recovery, a tail rotor failure and a near miss with a 
P-3 Orion, men I had seen walk into the simulator 
stepped clear with less bravado. 

Having thanked LEUT Smillie for his time and 
efforts, we moved on to our next port of call, HC 
723 Squadron. By way of trivia, the HC stands for 
Helicopter Composite, and to this end, 723 Squad
ron operates three types of aircraft: The Bell 206B 
'Kiowa', Aerospatiale Ecureil (Squirrel) and the 
Hawker Siddeley 748, the latter being the only 
fixed wing type used by the squadron. We were 
introduced to two of the squadron's elite aviators, 
and immediately engaged them in 'Birdy Talk', an 
important ritual when pilots flock together. 

Having to return to CRESWELL by 1130 and it 
being 1210, indicated to us that it was time to leave. 
A quick look at 723' s aircraft ended our 'Shop 
window', and tired but exultant, we returned to 
CRESWELL to contemplate our futures. 



COLLEGE HIERARCHY POSITIONS NEOC 12 

College Captain 

13 March - 22 May 
23 May - 02 August 
03 August - 14 August 

College Executive Officer 

13 March - 22 May 
23 May - 02 August 
03 August - 14 August 

College Mess President 

13 March - 20 April 
21 April - 22 May 
23 May - 06 July 
07 July - 14 August 

Phillip Division Captain 

13 March - 22 May 
23 May - 14 August 

Jervis Divisional Captain 

13 March - 17 June 
18 June - 14 August 

2 MARCH - 14 AUGUST 1992 

SBLT SJ. Mills, RAN 
SBLT A.M. Wright, RAN 
MIDN D. Graham, RAN 

SBLT MJ. Crocker, RAN 
MIDN D. Graham, RAN 
MIDN A.R. Clark, RAN 

SBL T I.D. Jimmieson, RAN 
MIDN J.T. Kempton, RAN 
MIDN AJ. Savage, RAN 
SBL T R.D. Brown, RAN 

SBLT R.S. Flay, RAN 
SBLT N.W.K. Mak, RAN 

MIDN J.P. Barton, RAN 
MIDN DJ. Murphy, RAN 
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HMAS CRESWELL College Hierarchy for Stage 1 NEOC 12 
Standing (L to R): SBLT Jimmieson, SBLT Mills, SBLT Crock. 
Standing (L to R): SBLT Flay, MlDN Barton 

HMAS CRESWELL College Hierarchyfor Stage 2 NEOC 12 
L to R: SBLT Mak, SBLT Wright , MIDN Graham, MIDN Savage, HMAS CRESWELL 
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HMAS CRESWELL PASSING OUT PARADE 1992 

On Friday 14 August 41 Officers graduated from 
the Royal Australian Naval College. This included 
38 Officers who had completed the New Entry 
Officers Course (NEOC) over six months and three 
Officers who had completed the Senior Sailor Entry 
Officers Course (SSEOC) over a three-month period. 

The Flag Officer Naval Support Command, Rear 
Admiral D.G. Holthouse, AO, RAN, reviewed and 
inspected the Officers and Ship's Company on 
parade before presenting a number of prizes. The 
Admiral made special mention of the families and 
friends who had supported and will continue to 
support the officers throughout their careers. He 
also welcomed the Flinders Year 'Graduates' -
those officers who joined in 1939 and graduated in 
1942 and who had been invited back to CRESWELL 
to watch the Passing Out Parade 'fifty years on'. 

The parade was witnessed by over 500 people 
who had come from as far west as Perth and as far 
north as Hong Kong. Afternoon tea in the College 
Mess followed the parade with the Graduation Ball 
being held (for the frrst time) in the CRESWELL 
Wardroom. 

The following prizes were awarded at the Passing 
Out Parade: 

Commodore Sir James Ramsay Prize - For 
best overall performance on New Entry Officers 
Course. 

Book Prize - The Australian Experience of War 
- Illustrated Stories and Verse Selected by John 
Laird. 

Recipient: Midshipman Janine Barton (SU) 

USI of Victoria Prize - For exemplary officer 
development during New Entry Officers Course. 

Book + 12 months subscription to Institute's 
Proceedings (letter) 

Book Prize - RAN Time Life - by Alun Evans. 

Recipient: Midshipman David Graham 
(SMN(P)). 

W .H. Harrington Memorial Prize - For best 
overall performance for Senior Sailors Entry Officer 
Course. 
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Book Prize - A Dictionary of Australian Military 
History - By Ian Grant. 

Recipient: Sub Lieutenant Margot Schelling 
(EN WE) 

Naval Historical Society Prize - For best 
researched assignment during New Entry Officers 
Course. 

This prize was introduced by the President of 
the Naval Historical Society, Captain Hinchliffe, 
DSC, RAN (Retired), who then invited FONSC to 
present it. 

Book provided by Captain Hinchliffe from 
Naval Historical Society. 

Recipient: Midshipman Janine Barton (SU) 

Governor General's Cup - For best overall 
sportsman. 

Perpetual trophy and engraved tankard. 

Recipient: Midshipman Anthony Savage 
(SMN) 

Department of Defence - Training Cruise 
Prizes - A warded on behalf of HMAS JERVIS 
BA Y for Junior Officer Under Training with best 
performance on the Training Cruise. 

Recipient: Midshipman David Graham 
(SMN(P)) 

Book - The Commanders, Australian Military 
leadership in the Twentieth Century - Edited by 
D.M. Homer. 

Divisional Officers Prize - The Officer who 
has contributed to Divisional activities throughout 
NEOC 12 and maintained and promoted the Divi
sional spirit. 

Recipients: Phillip Division - Sub Lieutenant 
Way ne Sahlman (EN ME) 

Jervis Division - Sub Lieutenant Rodney Brown 
(EN ME) 

Book Prizes - First In, Last Out - The Navy at 
Gallipoli - By T. Frame and G. Swinden. 



PARADE STATE 

PARADE COMMANDER 

Midshipman D. Graham, RAN 

Officer of the Guard 
Sub-Lieutenant A.M. Wright, RAN 

GUARD 
Second Officer of the Guard 

Sub-Lieutenant M.R. Melchior, RAN 

PETIY OFFICERS OF THE GUARD 

Sub-Lieutenant L. Van Vliet, RAN 
Sub-Lieutenant SJ. Mills, RAN 

Colour Officer 
Sub-Lieutenant 1.C. Thomas, RAN 

Sub-Lieutenant G.E. Logan, RAN 

COLOUR PARTY 

Officer-In-Charge Colour Party 
Midshipman I.P. Barton, RAN 

COLOUR ESCORT 

Midshipman MJ. Thompson, RAN 
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ADDRESS BY REAR ADMIRAL D.G. HOLTHOUSE, AO RAN 
FLAG OFFICER, NAVAL SUPPORT COMMAND 

ROY AL AUSTRALIAN NAVAL COLLEGE 
PASSING OUT PARADE 

FRIDAY 14 AUGUST 1992 

Captain and Mrs Harrington, Your Worship, 
Aldennan Max Atkins, Mayor of Shoalhaven and 
Mrs Atkins, Admiral and Mrs Chalmers, Distin
guished Guests - particularly those of the Class of 
1942 who do us all so much honour by their 
presence here today - Ladies and Gentlemen and 
Graduating Officers. 

It is always nice to come to CRESWELL and 
Beechie and I are especially pleased to have been 
asked to participate in this Passing Out Parade. 

Our own son is a graduate of this same course at 
CRESWELL but, like the Class of '42, I graduated 
from the College at its southern campus - the Crib 
Point Tech, as it was known to the irreverent. 

The College is looking its usual immaculate self 
and I warmly endorse Captain Harrington ' s com-
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plimentary remarks about all those who have had a 
hand in preparing it for us today. 

I see a fair number of parades here and else
where in my Command, as you would expect, and 
I am always impressed by the little extra snap and 
polish that one sees at CRESWELL despite the 
well known difficulties of a grass surface to march 
on. It says a lot for the dedication of the Parade Staff 
- and I know that the presence here today of the fme 
band from the Defence School of Music has made 
a big contribution, as our bands do wherever they 
go. 

But none of these things will work without the 
pride that comes from a sense of purpose and 
achievement amongst those for whom the parade is 
being held. That is the Graduates themselves, of 



course. You obviously have that sense with very 
good reason. Hang on to it; and well done. 

Captain Harrington mentioned the important 
part that your families and friends have played in 
your achievement. It is not an easy path you have 
taken (and nor should it be), but without the support 
and encouragement of those who are closest to you, 
it would have been very much harder, ifnot impos
sible. 

Some of you are married with young children of 
your own and your long and demanding studies 
will not have given you much time with them. 
Today is their reward, as well as yours. 

The Navy is a family too and I hope that by now 
you are all conscious of its support; and of a 
personal sense of belonging to it. I cannot think of 
a better way of illustrating its strength than to point 
to the presence here, of the Class of '42 (or as I 
preferto think ofthem, Flinders Year, 1939 Entry). 

These distinguished officers and fonner Naval 
persons, and their ladies, pay you a great compli
ment by being here today. They pass on to you the 
sword of honour (so to speak) that they themselves 
received and they are every bit as keen as I am that 
you should keep it sharp and bright. It is both a 
family heirloom and a national heritage. 

The tradition and the responsibility that you 
inherit is one of service; and of courage and deter
mination, as well as technical skill and a willing
ness and ability to lead when the direction may be 
unpopular, or dangerous. Captain Harrington rightly 
stressed the importance of Naval customs and 
traditions; and most important of all , leadership 
and management: two quite distinctly separate 
things, I might add. 

Lieutenant Commander Robert William Rankin 
kept that sword of honour bright when he put his 
little ship between the three unanned merchant 
ships in his charge and the overwhelming firepower 
of the enemy cruisers after leaving Batavia: one 4-
inch gun against 24 eight-inch. 

It was Admiral Cunningham who, when coun
selled not to provide more of his scarce warships 
for the evacuation of Crete, because of the certainty 
of further losses, said that whilst it would take 3 
years to build a warship, it would take 300 years to 
rebuild a tradition. -

How fortunate we are that Miss Rankin has 
come here today to add her precious heirlooms to 
the Nation's, the Navy's and the College ' s heritage 
collection, across the Quarterdeck there. 

I mentioned that it was in 1939, January, I guess, 
that the Class of '42 entered the Naval College. 
Stonn clouds may have been gathering then but 

that small group of 13-year-old schoolboys could 
not possibly have known what lay ahead. In January 
1942, shortly after the shocking loss of the Cruiser 
SYDNEY with all hands, and the subsequent entry 
of Japan into the war at Pearl Harbour, they would 
h~ve known that desperate times lay ahead. 

Singapore fallen and 15000 Australian troops 
captured or killed. Seventy-two air raids on main
land Australia. PARRAMA TT A,SYDNEY, VAM
PIRE, PERTH, CANBERRA, Y ARRA, gone. 
Sunda Strait, Savo Island, The Coral Sea. A subma
rine attack in Sydney Harbour itself: Midway and 
Kokoda. 

This is not the time for a history lesson and nor 
is that my purpose you will be pleased to know -
though it is as well for us in this year of so many 
stark 50th Anniversaries, to remember them. My 
purpose is to illustrate a point made by Commodore 
Sir James Ramsay, when he addressed the Passing 
Out Classes here at the College in 1983. 

He remarked that his was the Class of 1930 and 
that he passed out to join the diminished Fleet in the 
depths of the great depression. All about him was 
uncertainty over the future and the purpose of the 
Navy, yet scarcely had he found his feet on a 
moving dcck, when the Navy was launched upon a 
massive and urgent expansion. 

The Defence Force has, and always will have, to 
contend with crests and troughs in its economic 
fortunes; we are a democracy after all, and the 
government must assess needs and priorities, ulti
mately. 

Currently, as we all know, the economy is under 
pressure and the Defence budget must carry its 
share of the burden. That said, the Navy presently 
finds itself in the midst of one of the most compre
hensive modernisation programs of all time and 
certainly since the dark days of 1939. 

We have recently modernised the three Guided 
Missile Destroyers, the eight-ship ANZAC Frigate 
programme is now under construction, the first of 
six new CoIl ins Class Submarines will be launched 
in Port Adelaide in just twelve month's time; and 
only a matter of weeks ago the Fleet Air Ann 
recommissioned HS816, flying the most modern 
and capable Rotary Wing Aircraft in Naval service 
anywhere in the world. 

We have two tankers at sea and the second of two 
locally-built Guided Missile Frigates, NEWCAS
TLE, is presently being fitted out and the first, 
MELBOURNE, joined her four sisters earlier this 
year. 

A project office has been established to acquire 
modem Minewarfare vessels urgently and there are 
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prospects for a helicopter-capable ship to provide 
support for the Anny. Four new Survey Vessels 
joined the Fleet in the last couple of years; and the 
new development in airborne-depth-sounding 
equipment will be known to you. 

These are important assets which give us the 
technological edge that allow us to be realistic 
about size. If we are to be able to continue to afford 
them, then we must find ways of cutting costs 
elsewhere: people costs and operating costs. We 
must become better managers as well as good 
leaders. 

We must rationalise our expensive and valuable 
property assets and keep the parts we really need 
and let those that we do not need go. And so 
LONSDALE, which many of you have been part of 
until recently, will go, as will NIRIMBA, and we 
must make full and value-adding use of 
CRESWELL and those others of our shore estab
lishments which remain. 

We must willingly grasp the most effective 
management methods, and Navy's commitment to 
Program Management and Total Quality Manage
ment, will already be known to you. Make your
selves familiar with these terms; they are part of 
your lives already and they will become part of 
your daily round. 

People in uniform are highly skilled and such 
skill comes expensively. We have to be sure that all 
of our uniformed people are essential - part of the 
irreducible core of our activities - and not doing 
something that could be done equally well and 
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more cheaply by civilians, whether our own, or 
commercial. 

There are some quite fundamental changes 
underway or ahead and they are changes which you 
will relish. They give you a unique opportunity to 
exploit the skills you have acquired at University 
and here at the Naval College. 

But do not lose sight of the fact that you have 
been recruited and trained to be the Navy 's new 
leaders, and leadership demands particular skills. 

Good leaders are especially important during 
times of rapid change, like the present. It is vital that 
they acknow ledge the wisdom of the young, ques
tioning minds of the people they lead, by involving 
them in the management task. We call this Naval 
Quality Management and as far as you are con
cerned just now, this means knowing where you 
have to go and consulting those whose help you 
need to get there, about how to do it in the most cost 
effective way. 

There are problems in society, where our young 
people come from, which we cannot safely allow 
them to bring into the Navy with them. Drugs for 
instance. We are lucky in the ADF in that we have 
a clear sight of what is right and wrong. We have 
clear goals, clear targets, and if you listen carefully 
to those whose task it is over the next few months 
to expand on these themes, you will surely reach 
them. 

Don't lose sight of where you come from but 
concentrate on where you are heading. And in 
developing your personal skills, and in devoting 



your energies to the people you lead - and you will 
have such responsibilities sooner than you may 
think - maintain a balanced perspective. 

Whether at work or play, your own standards 
will be reflected in the standards of your division or 
your ship. These human factors will be very signifi
cant to your reputation and your results. 
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There are shoals in the water but there are also plenty 
of aids to safe navigation. Some you have learnt from your 
families, schools or universities, and some here at the 
Naval College. There are plenty more to come. Go to it! 

I congratulate you on your achievements thus far, and 
on a splendid parade today; and I wish you success and 
enjoyment in your Naval careers. 



COMMANDING OFFICER'S ADDRESS PASSING OUT 
PARADE 

14 AUGUST 1992 

Flag Officer Naval Support Command, Rear Ad
miral Holthouse, distinguished guests, ladies and 
gentlemen, it gives me great pleasure and pride to 
welcome all of you to HMAS CRESWELL for 
today's passing out parade and prize-giving cer
emony. 

We have a number of distinguished visitors here 
today. Firstly I would like to welcome the members 
of the Naval College Graduating Class of 1942. It 
has been a tradition of this college since 1966 
which in fact was the year I graduated, to invite 
former graduates to the graduation parade on the 
50th anniversary oftheirown graduation and today 
we are honoured with the presence of nine who 
graduated in 1942, including Rear Admiral A.1. 
Robertson, Rear Admiral P.H. Doyle, CDRE I.M. 
Bumside and CDRE K.W. Shands. Many as you 
see went on to have very distinguished careers in 
the navy. My father happened to be at the college 
when they first joined so they, like today's gradu
ates can claim to be Harrington trained. 

We are also honoured to have amongst our 
official guests Miss Trish Rankin. Miss Rankin is 
the daughter of the late Lieutenant Commander 
Robert William Rankin who was Commanding 
Officer of HMAS Y ARRA fifty years ago when 
she was sunk in one of the most gallant battles ever 
fought by an Australian warship. Sadly the engage
ment was against an overwhelming force of Japa
nese cruisers and destroyers and Lieutenant 
Commander Rankin was one of all but thirteen of 
the ships company who lost their lives. Later today 
Miss Rankin will be presenting her father's medals 
to the college to join his sword which was presented 
to the college by Miss Rankin' s mother in 1950, 
Miss Rankin now lives in Canada and I am de
lighted she is here today. 

There are a number of prizes to be awarded 
today which have been donated by a variety of 
organisations with a naval flavour and families of 
former naval officers. Unfortunately no representa
tives of the prize givers could be with us today but 
we do appreciate their continued support. 

The last group of visitors I would like to single 
out are the relatives and friends of those graduating 
today. In many ways you are the most important of 
our visitors today. The level of encouragement and 
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support you have given, and I hope will continue to 
give those graduating today has been a major factor 
in their success. Without your support they could 
not succeed and they will continue to need it in the 
coming years. You deserve some of the accolades 
for the success these young officers have so far 
achieved. 

I know many of you have travelled a long way 
to be here today. You have every right to be proud 
of those in front of us now. They, I know, also value 
your presence here today. 

Today's graduate, because he or she had already 
completed their academic training before coming 
to CRESWELL does not spend as long at 
CRESWELL as was the case in the past. However 
the training received here is as important as it ever 
was. The college has a proud tradition or producing 
graduates who have gone on to great things as is 
evidenced amongst the 50 year graduates here 
today. I have little doubt this year's graduating 
class is equally well prepared to meet the demands 
placed on a naval officer. 

In many ways these are changing. A naval 
officer needs to be more aware than ever of the 
ramifications of and be able to cope with modem 
technologies. We are being given far more finan
cial responsibility than ever before. More and more 
naval officers must understand the intricacies of 
project management as navy involves itself in 
billion dollars projects such as the Collins Class 
Submarine and the Anzac Ship. Perhaps most im
portantly, the rate of change in many aspects of 
their responsibilities is amost unbelievable. They 
must be able to cope with this. 

However today's graduate still must possess the 
more traditional qualities of leadership, loyalty, 
integrity, responsibility and initiative. Attributes 
with which all graduates of this place have been 
imbued, no matter when they attended CRESWELL. 
The college has a proud history and most of the 
great naval leaders of the RAN have graduated 
from this institution. I am sure the graduates of 
today no less than their predecessors will live up to 
the motto of CRESWELL which is Honour 
Integritas Virtus. 

Today there are 41 Junior Officers graduating 
from CRESWELL. They have come from a variety 



of backgrounds including a number of former 
sailors, most of whom have now completed an 
Engineering Degree at Royal Melbourne Institute 
of Technology. Others have completed degrees at 
other civilian institutions under Navy Scholarships 
and a number have been recruited directly into this 
course. Since arriving at CRESWELL early in 
March of this year they have completed a fairly 
demanding course aimed at preparing them for 
their future careers as Naval Officers - no matter 
what their specialisation, and amongst the graduates 
there are engineers, both mechanical and electrical, 
seaman, aviation, supply and instructor officers. 
The course they have completed has encompassed 
subjects such as Naval and Higher Defence 
Organisation, Naval History, Oral and Written 
Communications, Naval Weapons and Technology, 
Naval Customs and Traditions and perhaps most 
importantly Leadership and Management. 

This is a smaller class than we have had pass out 
over the last few years and is a reflection of two 
things. Firstly changes made to the training pro
gram has resulted in former Defence Academy 
trainees not completing a course at CRESWELL at 
this juncture. Secondly, because of the current 
requirement to reduce the number of serving per
sonnel within the navy far fewer than normal com
menced training six months ago. I am pleased to 
say, however that the indications are that there will 
be over 50 officers on next year's course. 

The reduction in numbers, in no way means 
there has been a commensurate reduction in effort 
by either the training staff or students - indeed in 
many ways the opposite is true. The number of 
tasks the body of trainees must do remains constant 
no matter how many trainees there are to and the 
same goes for the training staff. I am confident the 
training these officers have received is as good as 
that received by any other course which has passed 
through here. 

Whilst on the subject of prizes, I should also 
observe that we are not awarding the Queen's 
Medal today. Because of the changes that have 
occurred over recent years it is no longer appropri
ate to award the Queen's Medal at this stage of 
officer training. The navy simply has not had 
sufficient time to observe prospective recipients 
and make a sufficiently value judgement on who is 
the most worthy candidate for the premier award 
for a Junior Officer. Consequently in future the 
Queen's Medallist will be selected at a later stage 
of a Junior Officer's training. Details have yet to be 
finalised, but no class will miss out on being 
eligible for receipt of this most prestigious award. 
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If I can direct just a few words to the graduates. 
I know you can't wait to leave CRESWELL and get 
on with your career. This is a very healthy sign. I 
wish you well as you go and learn about the 
intricacies of your specific specialisations. I do, 
however urge you not to forget about the funda
mental principles of being, and skills required of a 
naval officer which CRESWELL has attempted to 
imbue in you in a very short time. If you ignore 
them you cannot react your potential. 

Finally on behalf of all of us here today, I would 
like to complement the grounds staff and the many 
behind the scenes workers who have put so much 
effort into preparing the grounds and facilities for 
today's parade. I know that their efforts will be 
rewarded by your enjoyment of this special occa
sion. I now invite you Sir, to present prizes to the 
graduates. 



Passing Out Parade Prizewinners 
Back Row (L to R) : MIDN A. Savage , SBLT W. Sah/man , SBLT M. Cracker. 
Front Row (L to R): MIDN D. Graham, SBLT M. Schelling, MIDN J. Barton 
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Officers receiving their graduating certificates from the Flag Officer Naval Support Command 
Top (L to R): SBLT S. Mills, MIDN A . Savage 
Bottom (L to R) : SBLT M. Schelling , SBLT R. Elliott 
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NEOC 12 conducting the ceremony of Beat to Quarters and Ceremonial Sunset 
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OTHER COURSES CONDUCTED AT 
HMAS CRESWELL 

Apart from NEOC there are three other initial 
Officer Training Courses conducted at HMAS 
CRESWELL. These are as follows: 
a. Senior Sailor Entry Officers Course (SSEOC): 

Nine weeks, three times yearly. Officer orienta
tion for ex-Senior Sailors newly-promoted to 
Commissioned rank and includes JOSC; 

b. Warrant Officer Entry Officers Course 
(WOEOC): Five weeks, twice annually. One
week seminar interviews and four weeks JOSC; 

c. Qualified Entry Officers Course (QEOC): Five 
weeks duration bi-annually. Naval orientation 
for professionally-qualified officers (doctors, 
dentists, nurses, legal officers and Chaplains); 
and 

d. Australian Defence Force Academy Single Serv
ice Training (ADFA SST): Approximately five 
weeks annually for Year 1 and three and two 
weeks annually for Year 4. RAN familiarisation 
for ADFA Midshipmen. 

In addition there are orientation courses as follows: 
a. University Entry Orientation Course (UEOC): 

Two weeks annually. For university undergradu
ates on initial entry into the RAN; 

b. Reserve Officers Orientation Course (ROOC): 
Two weeks, three times yearly. For ANR Offic
ers on initial entry into the ANR; and 

c. RMIT Orientation Course (RMITOC): Two 
weeks, once yearly. For junior and senior sailors 
attending RMIT degree studies. 

There are also modules of application courses: 
a. Foreign Officers Seaman Application Course 

(FOSAC): Three weeks annually of Officer of 
the Watch and sea familiarisation; and 

b. Seaman Officers Application Course (SEAAC): 
Officer of the Watch Module - Three weeks, 
four times yearly during Phase 1 of SEAAC. 

In addition there are advanced courses as follows: 
a. Junior Officer Staff Course (JOSC): Four weeks, 

five times yearly. Staff skills training, decision 
making, logical thinking and ADF integration 
for Junior Officers; and 

b. Reserve Officers Administration Course 
(ROAC): Two weeks, once a year. Divisional 
Officer Modules, Management and Leadership 
and administrative procedures. 
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SDOC 19 

Once apon an SDOC there were six poor souls 
thrust together to face all the adversity that HMAS 
CRESWELL had to offer. Six diamonds in the 
rough that the training staff would examine, find 
fault lines and cleave asunder they couldn't and 
ergo they didn't. 

Staff's idea of effective time management dif
fered somewhat from ours. So when staff said that 
we were to toe the party line, we took them at their 
word and the parties duly began. We towed the 
party from the Gunroom to the Wardroom to Links 
House, Coolangatta and dare we say - Dow ling 
House. 

We have been accused of corrupting the minds 
(?) of the Short SOC' s; doing DSOTS on the 
official depot time piece and being responsible for 
introducing the NINJA to CRESWELL. Be all that 
as it may, we will claim ignorance about the XO's 
car appearing on the Quarterdeck until the day we 
die - or until proof is provided. 

All in all, the course was enjoyable and we 
actually did find time to attend classes and learn 
things which would help us in the future, thanks to 
all the training staff, Wardroom staff, PT staff, and 
the Gunnery Staff (although we considered not 
including the Gunnery staff after the last day's 
morning jog around the Quarterdeck). 

SDOC 19 - 6 January--6 March 1992 
Back row (L to R): SBLT McLean , SBLT Capper, SBLT 
Castledine, SBLT Sco ff 
Front row (L to R): SBLT Miller, LEUT Koehler (Course 
Officer), LEUT Foyster 



SSOC 13 

by Nicole, Sara and David L. L. 

For such an illustrous group as the SSOC 13, we felt 
a single report would be a travesty of justice. There
fore, the three most literate members have compiled 
(behind the others backs!) a short review of each 
member, which we hope will give you, the reader, 
a small insight into the fine young (and some not so 
young!) officers that will comprise the Navy of 
tomorrow. 

And remember if you need medical, dental or 
nursing treatment anywhere on the East Coast -
we've got you covered. 

Lieutenant Ross The Militaryman' Atkinson 
(Doctor) - had us all fooled for the fust two weeks 
by his dress and bearing, snappy salute and profi
cient marching, the epitomy of a naval officer. Until 
one fateful night where he perfected the horizontal 
salute in the presence of a Captain. Suspected leader 
of the famous five. 

Lieutenant Stuart 'Banjo' Boschma (Dentist) -
otherwise known as 'square gaiter', continued to 
amaze and annoy with his vast repertoire of poems, 
(the only person who wrote a 'Thank You' poem to 
the Captain's wife). Pioneered the safe river cross
ing in six inches of water. His lack of survival 
instinct is only exceeded by his appetite (tell us what 
baked beans do again Stuart). 

Paula 'Our Litte Ray of Sunshine' De Vries 
(nurse) - loan posted for weekdays only. Showed 
great courage enduring the overnight liferaft exer
cise, but don't think she'll ever forgive us. Our 
illustrous Social Rep, she did us proud with a great 
dinner at 'Theodores'. 

Maurice The Phantom Piper' Harden (Doctor) 
- famous for his quote 'if you get into trouble just 
wave your canoe above your head' and his late 
night/early morning piping raids. Was seen upside 
down in regimental dress on quarterdeck. Member 
ofthe famous five. Was a private in the Army for ten 
years and still thinks he's one. 

Nikki 'Guns' Leeks (Doctor) - only female medi
cal officer whose secret ambition is to wear gaiters 
and carry an F 1. In the fust two weeks perfected the 
'roll your eyes' technique. Burning desire to fly but 
never got further than the 'Top Gun' sound track at 
the Wardroom bar. 

Andrew 'Stretch' Markula (Nurse) - suspected 
of sabotaging his own knee in order to avoid any 
military exercise. Wins the prize for the mess bill 
and cleanest living. Definitely not a lean mean 
sailing machine. 

Sara 'Big Red' Mill (Nurse) - probably the only 
woman to be carried over the threshold by 'square 
gaiter' after being hit by an invisible truck two 
Friday nights in a row. Liked the exams so much she 
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decided to do them twice. Had to wait two weeks for 
shoes her size (large!) to arrive from Darwin. Edu
cated us all with her banana eating techniques which 
reduced all males to a quivering mess of erogenous 
zones (Maurice!). Believed all redheads should 
stick together. 

Richard The Prancer/Ram' Page (Doctor) -
member of the famous five. Amused us all by his 
impersonation of an Andalusion Dancing Stallion. 
Caught' gaitous squarous' disease - suspected mode 
of infection was two broomsticks. Showed versatil
ity by calling the pace in French. Drank almost as 
much as Maurice but kissed significantly more arse! 

David 'Ironbladder' Roberts (Dentist) - liked 
the white socks so much he decided to have a cast 
fitted to his leg in the last week. Also had an 
interesting style of marching! Formed a 'close 
bond' with the other red headed member of the 
group, but denied they were in anyway related. 
Drank almost as much as Page but never got caught! 
Stupendous survival skills (take note Stuart!) 

Tim 'Dangerous Curves' Si/bert (Dentist) - the 
only man important enough to bring his pager on 
course. Due to his starboard list was the other 
member to participate in minimal military exercise. 
Showed great initiative in bringing a blender to the 
Wardroom mess and producing great Japanese 
Slippers. 

Neil 'Chesty Bond' Starmer (Doctor) - voted 
man with the most desirable body. Member of the 
famous five. Proved he wasn't a yuppie by buying 
a MX5 mid course. Also loan posted during week
days only due to 'pressing' engagements with his 
girlfriend. If this guy was anymore laid back he'd be 
in a coma! 

David 'DJ' Teubner(Doctor) - the SSOC's 7-11. 
Still not sure why he needed a diving knife whilst 
abseiling. Member of the famous five. Rumoured 
not to have been within ten feet of an iron all course. 
Was the only person on watch the entire night of the 
liferaft exercise. 

Geoff 'Everybody Wins' Turner - new addition 
to the training staff was given a baptism of fire by 
the SSOC's. One of the few lecturers to have every
one awake in his class - which allowance was that 
Geoff? 

Greg 'Pepsi' Koehler (CIO) - rumoured silent 
member of the famous five. Connoisseur of bagpipe 
music and closet haggis eater. Didn't know what he 
was in for but was convinced we were all going to 
change. Should seek treatment for his dust produc
ing finger but not from any of us - 'paybacks are a 
bitch!'. Sacrificed life, limb and a lot furniture by 
inviting us back to his place for Port. 

THE COURSE WAS TOUGH BUT THE PAR
TIES WERE TOUGHER' 

PS - All plots were significantly lost! 



SSOC 13 - 13 January-14 February 1992 
Back Row (L to R) : LEUT Boschma, LEUT A tkinson , LEUT Teubner, LEUT Starmer, LEUT Silbert, LEUT Roberts, LEUT 
Markula, LEUT DeVries 
Front Row (L to R) : LEUT Leeks, LEUT Page, LEUT Mill, LEUT Koehler (Course Officer), LEUT Turner (A/Course Office"), 
LEUT Harden. 

The combined winning CRESWELL Canoe Relay Team comprising QEOC's and SSEOC's 
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Marching correctly (well at least not square-gaiting) is not always easy for some; and it 
doesn't matter how many years at University you have done! 
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ROOC 25 CRESWELL, MAY 26 - JUNE 6, 
1992 

ROOC 25 was an exciting combination of many 
professions, backgrounds, ages, and locations with 
one thing in common - we are all Naval Reserve 
Officers. There were 14 of us. We had different 
abilities and interest, but the common desire to 
work together to each of us had been briefed 
formally or informally earlier. But just like the 
mountaintop experience that everyone desires -
you first have to climb the mountain. 

Our first experience of the ROOC course was 
where we met the Officer of the Day to find our 
cabin, but it was also a place where we enjoyed 
many good times. The stewards were always help
ful and courteous, the food was good, and the 
drinks were economical and ample, which could 
make it a dangerous place! 

On the second day we had our swimming test. 
Many previous ROOC candidates had informed us 
of the relatively simple things we would do. It was 
ok for them - they did it in the summer! It was a 
cool, dreary morning in late May when we put on 
our overalls and jumped into the water off the wharf 
at Creswell. Chief Sutton did it first, and that made 
it somewhat easier for us, but the water was still 
cold, and the overalls bUlky. But as with everything 
else in the course, we did it and barley lived to tell 
about it. Many swimmers were entertained during 
the 15 minutes of treading water by Leut. Ross 
Barr's ' Zebra Stripes' joke, which was very funny 
-at least at the time. Some swimmers nearly drowned 
from their laughter. 

Much of our parade training was taken by 
POQMG Gropp, with his faithful sidekick - AIbe 
Seaman Spong. If some manoeuvre was difficult, 
as it nearly always was - PO Gropp was able to let 
AB Spong demonstrate it, to our appreciation and 
sometimes entertainment. 

Each day, a different member of the class be
came Class Leader. The job of the Class Leader 
was to get the class to muster in the morning, march 
them to wherever they had to go, generally take 
charge of class routines, and becoming vaguely 
unpopular for the day. On one particular day, an 
especially enthusiastic Class Leader was marching 
us around the Quarterdeck (which trainees are not 
allowed to cut across). The Class Leader had led us 
through the various turns and inclines, and then 
informed us he intended us to do an 'eyes right' to 
the kangaroos grazing on the Quarterdeck. A white 
car was slowly approaching in the distance. The 
Class Leader could not see the car from his march-
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ing position. He gave the order, 'eyes right! ' and we 
turned our heads right toward the kangaroos at 
exactly the same moment the white car passed us on 
the left. Unfortunately, if contained the XO. This 
will undoubtly be one of the more enduring memo
ries of ROOC 25 - when we missed saluting the XO 
as we saluted the kangaroos instead! 

The EXPED was a two night camping/canoe 
trip down the Shoal haven River with abseiling on 
the Sunday morning. Again, Chief Sutton took 
charge and personally led us through exciting mo
ments of: shooting rapids, making friendly wagers 
about not capsizing, saving personal equipment 
barrels after capsizing, and getting dry by wearing 
wooly-pullies. Chief Sutton's 'tapping the stick' 
and 'bunnies around the hole' games are Creswell 
legend, and we enjoyed them. And best of all, we 
were able to command our own vessel, even if it 
was only a canoe. 

*Special Awards 

1. David (Mr Dangerous) DeSouza 
- Is awarded the Pistol Range Safety Certificate 

for demonstrating outstanding safety skills on 
the pistol range. 

2. Brad (Outward Bound) Green 
- The Equipment Appreciation Award for bring

ing (at great expense) more cold weather gear 
than Scott perished with in the Antarctica. 

3. Joe (Deliverance) Clark 
- The ChiefPTI Musical Appreciation Award for 

contributions to bush music and taking a major 
part of the string quartet on EXPED. 

4. Ray (Mark Spitz) Winterfield . 
- The Dawn Fraser Award for surviving his swim

ming test (just). 
5. Sean (Maverick) Northard 
-QMG Drill Award. One day we might find a 

diver who can find his way around the parade 
ground without an underwater compass. 

6. Grant (Clint Eastwood) Wilson 
- The ROOC 25 Marksman Trophy for nearly 

giving himself a frontal labotamy with a 9mm 
pistol. 

Mentioned in Dispatches 

Roselyn (Rock Hopper) Hunt 
- despite all adversity, overcame a genuine fear of 

heights to go over the 100 foot abseiling cliff. 
-AI Hirshel 
- The Captain Kangaroo Citation in the previ-

ously mentioned incident. 



Finally, we would like to thank all the staff at 
HMAS CRESWELL - especially LCDR. Chartier, 
for helping to make ROOC 25 such a valuable 
experience for all of us. 

RMITOC 1992 

by SBLT Dutton 

None of us have been up at five for at least 30 
years. I know this because I speak for all of us when 
I say that we all felt at least 103, if not more, on that 
first morning. 

Squad dodgems on wet grass and a return to all 
the training ideals of yester-year which we all hold 
so dear. That's the funny thing about training, it's 
great to finish , but if you start again it's like a first
time flashback until you start to remember again. 
So we welcomed the gallops in the paddock and our 
washing on the first night rivalled that of a Chinese 
laundry after a Shanghai mudfight. 

Speaking of mudfights, it was the weekend 
exped which gave us a deeper insight into ourselves 
and others. 

Apparently the PT staff (no names but we called 
them Mark and Ken) knew how to canoe so we 
blindly followed them into the river while they 
regailed us with tales of past expeds and Nepalese 
conquests. They proceeded to exhibit their un
canny skill by promptly capsising not 30 metres 
from our step-off position. Boy were our hopes 
dashed as we nursemaided them down river, ignor
ing completely their painful cries of ' it was just to 
show you how it was done safely', and just a little 
sceptical of their ability. In fact it took until the next 
afternoon before their canoe capsizing record was 
passed by sixfold combined total, and yes, we did 
let them know it while they tried to enjoy the 
delicate beauty of the Shoalhaven River (and dry 
out). 

Joking aside, it was the most enjoyable exped 
that any of us had been on, and we returned a little 
sore, but feeling like we had achieved something 
worthwhile. Objective realized. 

Instruction continues at a steady pace and we are 
given an opportunity to spread our wings and gain 
full potential by having an active role in 
CRESWELL CAPERS. 'Smash the Oinks' and 
Long Live the King were the catchcries of a night 
of hell that we are responsible for. A certain group 
of EXACs are not likely to forget it for the rest of 
their lives (video rights do apply) and as they say, 
they'll thank us for it in the long run. I should 
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mention at this point that the mess dinner was 
approached rather hesitantly at first ; the film crew 
in the lobby being a little off-putting; but once we 
warmed to the occasion everything went well. The 
food and service were excellent and a few of the 
alleged charges a little hard to believe, all making 
for a fine night of good company. 

It may seem at this point that our priorities are a 
little displaced, the majority of this 'record' being 
devoted to aspects of a physical nature rather than 
academic. Granted it may be disturbing to all of our 
fine instructors that we appear not to rank their 
efforts as highly as the occasions when we were 
being boisterous but no less praise should be 
awarded them. As I'm sure they will understand, 
when you spend your life with academic pursuits, 
an opportunity to get out and live a little is had only 
once in a while, and so readily accepted. We have 
all used these opportunities as an academic bedfel
low rather than an excape from the classroom. 

In summary, the course was at times a little 
physically daunting, but academically it performed 
its function of being constructively informative 
with near equal emphasis placed on all subjects. 
We would like to thank all instructors for their time 
and efforts. They have been well spent and not 
unnoticed, although at times we may have ap
peared a little unwilling, it was but mild decoy as 
we doubled our efforts. 

Thank you all once again, the fleet awaits. 



QEOC 12 

SSEOC 20 
(L to R): SBLT R. El/iott, SBLT R. Orrel, SBLT M. Schel/ing, 
LE UT F. Eyck (Course Officer) 

(L to R): SBLT C. Prior, LEUT B. Byrne, LEUT S. Monmouth and the C10 QEOC LEUT B. Walsh 
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Jose 25 

Four score and seven days ago our superiors brought 
forth upon this base a course conceived on the 
proposition that all men are created equal but some 
can't spell, write, read or speak. Thus JOSe 25 was 
born. 

JOSe 25 was an Equal Opportunity employer; 
Papuans, civilians, bigots, bigots, jugglers, and 
even a woman were afforded a chance to get as 
wiped as any. The course was hard but parties were 
harder. 

Our staffwork was impeccable at the end of the 
course as this example shows: 

JOSC 25 

Dear Mista Hinge 

You are the bestest teacha I've had for a long 
time in the futcha. You have tort me my propa 
grama and, in addition to as well, how too spel 
proply.I reckon JOSe is rooly good.They has 
showed me all the rite fings to be a rooly tops starf 
ossifer.I no this to be tru cos now I eat prop a and 
respex me-self, meaning my ego is at the self
aktulizasion level.I now have incision of fort and 
c1arit of impression. Necks year I have been going 
to be a good starf ossifer. 

I've lemed piles 
Bumsy 

Back Row (L to R) : LEUT P. S. Rekers, LEUT B. D . Jackson, SBLT P. H. Scott , LEUT J . S. Hamlyn, SBLT D. C. McLean , 
LEUT C. L. Capper, LEUT A . L . Franklin, SBLT M. F. Trotter 
Middle Row (L to R): LEUT G . J . Swinden, SBLT M. L. Daly, LE UT P. Delgado, SBLT A . D . King , SBLT D. 1. Castledine , 
LEUT P . A . Burns, SBLT 1. F. Polglaze 
Front Row (L to R) : LEUT P. W. Foyster, SBLT E. Nembeli, SBLT L. F. Jakeman, LEUT A. C. Williams (Instr), LCDR A. 
Hinge (OIC), Mr C. 1. Royall, LEUT E. Balaria , LE UT R. W. Miller 
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Jose 26 

Twas one fine day in April 
when JOSC 26 arrived at Creswell, 
Laughter, hilarity and no remorse, 
for they were all enrolled in this 
advanced drinking course! 

By the end of day one, it came as a shock 
good staff officers most are not. 
At the end of the week we were all a mess, 
what had happened, no one could guess. 

The comma, the verb or the dangling testicle, 
over surpassed our limited vesicle, 
but the impact of JOSC was all that mattered, 
at the end of week two we were all but shattered. 

But what have we learnt on our venture so far? 
To spell, to write, to perfonn to our class. 
With two weeks to go, we are prepared and alert, 
for any occasion and lots more work. 

If you believe this last salutation, 
then you don't know Hinge and his reputation. 

lOSC 26 

Lots more work, unfortunately you see 
cold, hungry and tired were all by the end of week 
three 
'present' was looming, strat briefs were a breeze, 
if its this easy, stop knocking please knees! 

By late in week three, frivolity at last, 
but make sure the fun doesn't happen in class! 
serious, reserved, demure and refined, 
we can't let the students have a good time. 

Week four with 'present', lets all do our best. 
We girls look forward to the boys in their dress! 
Relieved, even ecstatic that its all at the end, 
I'm feeling a little sad, cause I'll miss my new 
friends. 

Thankyou for listening to our last strat brief, 
its time to go home, and sleep for a week. 

I'll end this little ditty at this point in time, 
because of officialese and verbosity ... 
I have run out of lines! 

Back Row (L to R) : Mr G. Phillpott , SBLT S. Arthur, LEUT G. Tame , LEUT R. Davies, SBLT R. B. Hooper, LE UT A. Brighton , 
Middle Row (L to R) (back) : LEUT G. Oliver, LE UT I. Zdanowicz, LE UT P. Longley, LE UT G. Pershouse , LEUT R. Catt, 
LEUT R. lones, LEUT R. Moller 
Middle Row (L to R) (front): LEUT B. Degabriele, LEUT S. Schaller, SBLT M. Fincke , SBLT L. Cornish, LEUT B. Malloran . 
SBLT A. Boyle 
Front Row (L to R): LEUT G. Prince, LEUT A. Williams (Instr), LCDR A. Hinge , LEUT R . Brook, LE UT T. Hawker 
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JOSC27 

So much for the month away from the office. We 
worked all day and half the night. Then there was 
the choice to either party the other half of the night, 
or catch a few hours sleep. And still we had the 
month of work when we got back to the office. But 
an experience was had by all- each to their own. 

We sat in awe: with the sound of pens scratching 
on paper, starry eyed students waiting on every 
word from our soon to become idol for the course. 
Thousands of words in print, precision of thought, 
clarity of expression, the one that the XO gives all 
the important work to, the first junior officer to win 
the oratory prize on the Staff Course - LCDR 
Hinge, our hero - he 's been arrested for pub 
brawling, and even has a dog that bites. Well, we all 
had a good giggle. 

JOSC 27 

We had a real mix of students, but it was an 
interesting mix. The civvies worked hard, but they 
played hard too. But then again, the only difference 
was the lack of uniform. We had a token MIDN, 
and it should be noted that she is the only person 
that could listen to lectures, read the course notes, 
listen to the joke a couple of desks down and write 
her assignments, all at the same time. The division 
between the specialisations was stark: the salts; 
desk drivers; token birdie schoolie, dockie copper, 
pusser and even a goat fanatic. We even had a girl 
in the class of her own, the 'will be if she gets 
through the course ' seaman officer. The engineers 
seemed to shine above it all though - a bit hot 
under the collar at times - pedantic lot when they 
want to be. 

Back Row (L to R): LEUT R. J. Cairney, Mr R. Virant, Mr S. Bartlett, SBLT C. W. Hobson, LEUT P. S. Appleby, LEUT W F. 
Neulist, SBLT N. A. Martin, Mr R. Gardner, LEUT C. W Edwards 
Middle Row (L to R): Mr P. Johnston, LEUT G. W Davidson, SBLT R. M. Elliott, LEUT C. R. Bartlett, LEUT P. A. Kay, 
LEUT M. F. Ware, LEUT A. J. Vine, SBLT R. J. Orrell, Mr I. Johnstone 
Front Row (L to R): LE UT J. R. Collinson, SBLT McClelland, LE UT A. Glachan, LE UT A. Williams (Instr), LCDR A. Hinge 
(OIC JOSC), MIDN J. E. Stokes, SBLT M. C. Schelling, LEUT D. Peake 
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CRESWELL CAPERS 

The many challenging facets ofCRESWELL Capers (JNCE) 
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CRESWELLCAPERSPROVES 
CHALLENGING 

by LEUT J. A. Fowler, RAN 

Well maybe the staff and trainees weren't wet, 
homesick and frightened but challenged, exhausted 
and feeling a sense of achievement they definitely 
were. It was all in the name of the successful trial 
run of CRESWELL CAPERS - more formally 
known as the Junior Naval Command Evolutions 
(JNCE). 

JNCE was conducted after an initial brain
storming session in August 1991 involving 
CRESWELL Staff, followed by months of plan
ning (and of course endless staff work!) and bor
rowing 'assets' (particularly personnel) from other 
ships/establishments, resulting in a two month steep 
learning curve for all involved. The aim was for 
Naval Officers to exercise and develop their lead
ership skills under stress and in situations that they 
may face in their future careers. 

Most of the senarios went according to plan, 
some were modified to take into account the con
tinuing lessons learned along the way - but none 
were cancelled due to lack of sleep, inclement 
weather or failures in equipment - they just added 
to the stress and reality of the situation. Of particu
lar note, all trainees recognised the importance of 
morale and the heavy burden this responsibility is 
for the trainee team leaders. 

Some of the evolutions were more 'popular' 
with trainees than others including organising a 
cocktail party on BASS at short notice which 
limited resources including the necessity to con
duct ceremonial sunset. Rigging a flying fox over 
a 30m ravine which had to be tested and be capable 
of carrying all members of the group, ensured that 
all safety precautions were more strictly adhered to 
- no-one enjoyed the thought that a wrong knot 
could mean a serious accident for one of their peers. 

The sailing regatta brought out the competitive 
spirit in the groups whereas rowing an historic 
whaler concentrated on the importance of team
work - the end for everyone to put a maximum 
effort in not just those who were fitter and stronger 
than the others. 

The initiative run was exactly that! The trainees 
were woken by staff at 0200 and told to be on the 
bus wearing whatever they could muster in a five 
minute period. They were then blindfolded, taken 
to a destination in the Yalwal area, given a cryptic 
clue for their first rendezvous and told to get on 
with it using their initiative. Luckily for the trainees 
the sight of 8 tired bedraggled looking young men 
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and women carrying a towing hawser meant that 
there were plenty of offers of assistance - from 
police vans, cattle trucks, farmers and even an 
HMAS ALBATROSS sailor who felt sorry for 
them. As such the distance they had to trek was 
reduced although it didn't make finding the rendez
vous points any easier. 

The internal security exercise varied in its suc
cess depending upon the team cooperation and the 
verocity of the 'demonstrators' /' saboteurs' - the 
latter being trainees on other courses (ie SDOCs, 
SSOCs, Academy midshipmen). It was a long and 
tiring exercise requiring those who were protecting 
the SAR wharf and GPV BASS to be vigilant at all 
times. One CAPERS group 'lost' BASS (for exer
cise) twice in the course of the evolution. 

Other evolutions included a burial at sea, board 
of enquiry, hydrographic survey ,journals (of course) 
and a Mess Dinner which was a little more relaxing 
although the preparation required was fairly de
tailed. 

Overall JNCE was challenging, exciting and an 
opportunity to learn many new physical and 
professional skills. The importance of morale and 
teamwork was also emphasised with the aim of 
making the young men and women who took part 
more capable in their future careers as Naval 
Officers. 



From climbing Pigeon House Mountain, to sailing challenge, to OOW manoeuvres with GPV Bass and workboats - CAPERS 
proved a demanding and interesting experience 
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The fireground is regularly used for training purposes by NBeD training courses and local civilian fire brigades 
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SPORTING HIGHLIGHTS 
DEC 91 - OCT 92 

1991 SYDNEY TO HOBART YACHT RACE 

For the first time in HMAS CRESWELL's history 
the team for the Sydney to Hobart yacht race 
contained no trainees. The Royal Australian Naval 
College first entered a yacht for this prestigious 
ocean race in 1954 and since then nearly every year 
has seen a college yacht complete the course, but 
always a portion of her crew were junior officers 
under training. 

1991 proved to be the exception. With no train
ees at the college it was decided to enter a scratch 
crew comprised of CRESWELL personnel and 
other RAN personnel with sailing qualifications. 
In the end the crew comprised: CPOATA Cliff 
SHUTE (Skipper), Lieutenant Richard WARREN
SMITH (Sail Training Officer), Lieutenant Greg 
SWINDEN and LSMTH 'Max' WALKER from 
CRESWELL. The non-CRESWELL personnel 
were Captain John DIKKENBERG (CO ofHMAS 
PLATYPUS), Lieutenant Peter CROWLEY 
(YOUNG ENDEAVOUR), Lieutenant Ian 
KELL Y (ex Sail Training Officer, HMAS 
CRESWELL) and POATA Andy BELDOM 
(ADFA Seamanship Centre). 

Despite the wealth of sailing experience amongst 
the crew only Cliff SHUTE had previously raced 
in a Sydney to Hobart, that being in 1990, and the 
sailing experience of Greg SWINDEN and Max 
WALKER was limited to only within the confines 
of Jervis Bay. 

This hardy bunch of mariners spent the week 
before Christmas preparing CRESWELL's yacht 
ALEXANDER OF CRESWELL, commonly 
known as 'ALEX' for the big race. 

During this period the yacht was berthed at the 
Command Sailing Centre (ex HMAS 
RUSHCUTTER) in Rushcutters Bay, Sydney. 
'ALEX' required considerable work to bring her 
up to standard for the race as she had been exten
sively used during 1991 for sail training at 
CRESWELL. 

Several days of training took place including a 
sojourn to Spectacle Island and back and a RANSA 
twilight sailing race. The finishing touch was the 
time honoured ritual of a bottom scrub for ALEX 
undertaken in a small cove near the old quarantine 
station on North Head. 

ALEX was secured alongside the Command 
Sailing Centre in the afternoon of 24 December to 
enable the crew to spend the following Christmas 
day with their families. 

The 26th, the day we had all been preparing for 
dawned and last minute preparations were made 
on board ALEX. At 1100 she left the wharf and 
proceeded down the harbour to the second starting 
time position. Over 100 yachts were to take part in 
this year's race and the water was quite choppy as 
yachts vied for prime starting positions. 

At 1300 the starting gun sounded and the race 
began. Few problems were encountered in getting 
out of the harbour, al though the several hundreds of 
spectator craft paid scant attention to no go lines 
laid down by the race officials and they often got in 
the way of competing yachts. 

Cliff SHUTE's lament of 'there aint no Nor
Easter and there aint no Santa Claus' proved to be 
false with the next two days of North Easterly 
winds which rapidly carried ALEX south. 

Spirits were high as the crew lounged on the 
upper deck, trimming sails, applying copious 
amounts of sun screen, and watching the circling 
light aircraft as it took photographs of the yachts. 
The horizon was scanned for ALEX's arch rival 
and sister yacht the LADY PENRYHN of 
NIRIMBA), the only other Navy yacht in the race. 

As the ALEX headed south, the ancient mariner 
Cliff SHUTE could be heard saying 'It cant last'. 
He was right. On the second night out the light 
spinnaker disappeared in one gust of wind, as it 
shredded itself into a thousand pieces of sail. At 
0200 the last thing anyone wants to do is replace a 
ripped spinnaker, but it was done rapidly and for 
the crews experience somewhat professionally. 

The light at Gabo Island heralded out entrance 
to Bass Strait. The Strait did not let us down as she 
lived up to her name as a particularly violent and 
turbulent section of water. Sea sickness struck 
some of our hardy mariners who could be seen 
crouched forlornly in the cockpit wating for their 
watch to end. 

Below deck it was difficult to sleep as ALEX 
was tossed from wave to wave, water found its way 
into every nook and cranny. Those in the leeward 
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bunks found that the deck leaked. There was little 
problem providing hot meals but to those suffering 
the rigours of seasickness the fresh fruit locker was 
their saviour; the apples being the only thing they 
could keep down. 

The 29th saw ALEX off the East Coast of 
Tasmania and the seas abated as she began the 
homeward run to Hobart. 

The cry of 'pass the pissaphone ' was very popu
lar during this race. This cunning piece of medical 
apparatus designed purely for the male appendage 
proved a saviour on many occasions, as it negated 
going to the heads in the cramped forward compart
ment or attempting the equally hazardous act of 
hanging over the side. 

On the morning of the 30th ALEX rounded 
Tasman Island and entered Storm Bay. Light winds 
played havoc with ALEX and it took over five 
hours to reach the 'Iron Pot' which marks the 
entrance to the Derwent. ALEX' s rival LADY P 
was only half an hour ahead of us and the only 
obstacle in our way to retaining the OGGIN CUP -
the prize for the first Service yacht to complete the 
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course. (The onl y other Service yacht was ON A W A, 
an ADFA entry which retired with all her crew 
suffering from sea-sickness). 

Unfortunately a bad sail change wasted several 
vital minutes and ALEX crossed the finish line at 
1931 on 30 December, 71 st across the line and less 
than half an hour behind LADY PEHRYHN of 
NIRIMBA - the OGGIN CUP was her's. 

ALEX secured at Constitution Dock and the 
crew prepared for several days of partying which 
was to come. Only one other yacht (FLY BY 
NIGHT) separated ALEX from LADY P. Interest
ingly in the Melbourne to Hobart yacht race run 
concurrently with the Sydney to Hobart the CHAR
LOTTE and SCARBOROUGH, sister yachts to 
ALEXANDER and LADY PENRYHN also fin
ished very close together. 

And so ended the 1991 Sydney to Hobart yacht 
race. ALEXANDER OF CRESWELL had missed 
out on the OGGIN CUP, but the warm welcome she 
received in Hobart was to make up for this and her 
crew now had other thoughts such as a hot shower, 
dry clothes and a cold beer occupying their minds. 
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CRESWELL CANOE RELAY 

The HMAS CRESWELL Sporting Calender hosts 
a variety of different and challenging sports in
cluding the ever popular Canoe Relay. The race 
was conducted from Captain's Beach, Jervis Bay, 
and involved all the three 'messes' - the Ward
room, Senior Sailors and Junior Sailors Mess, the 
four officers training divisions (Cook, Phillip, 
Flinders, Jervis) , and a combined Officers' (nearly 
veterans) team. 

Surprisingly for some, the combined Officer's 
team (comprised of the Qualified Entry Officer 

Course trainees - ex SSOCs and Senior Sailors 
Entry Officers Course - ex SDOCs) came first, 
Cook Division (Year 3 Academy Midshipmen) 
second, and Academy Year 1 Flinders Division 
third. It proves that nearing middle age is no barrier 
to sporting prowess, with the Wardroom doing 
particularly well also. 

Although many felt it would be a relatively easy 
relay, the distance and wind added to the challeng 
of paddling and steering a canoe in sea conditions. 
All teams, however, enjoyed the experience and by 
the number of overturned canoes there must be a 
few would-be submariners around. 

WOCK Bill Rose (front) preferred not to know where he was going and kept his eyes shut for the canoe relay . CPOATA Cliff 
Shute 'Solo-man extraordinaire' put maximum effort into the relay gaining valuable 'ground' for the Senior Sailor Salts . 
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The winning team (the combined SDOC and SSOC - as they were known then) after being presented with the winners trophy 
and their medallions by Commanding Officer. They said if was easy - proving that brains and brawn can make up for youth! 
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BEACH OLYMPICS AT THE NA V AL 
COLLEGE 

The Captain's Beach at HMAS CRESWELL was 
the venue for the annual Intermess and 
Interdivisional beach olympics. 

The events included flags, board rescue, double 
ironman, swim and canoe relay, balloon relay and 
a final ironman event. 

There were a number of participants who did 
particularly well including CAPT Simon Harrington 
and LE UT Peter Stokes (swimming); PONPC Lyn 
Gerrard, SBL T Nik Mak and AB Chris Perrin 
(flags); MIDN David Graham, LSSE Mark French 
and LSCK Callagan (double ironman); CPOPT 
'Bones' Sutton and CPOMTP Paul Holton 
(ironman); ABSTD Natalie McIntyre and LSPT 
Anne-Marie Schofield (all-roud sports persons). 

On the day there was little doubt that the Junior 
Sailors team was the winner. Phillip Division came 
second continuing their success in sporting activi
ties, but the biggest suprise was the Wardroom 
coming a close third. Jervis Division was fourth 
just pipping the Senior Sailors who were fifth. 
Everyone had an enjoyable time and the emphasis 
CRESWELL places on physical fitness proved 
advantageous .. 

The Beach Olympics provides as much of a challenge for competitors as it does amusement for the spectators 
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CRESWELL CRUSADERS CYCLE FOR CHARITY 

During the period 28 March and 5 April 15 mem
bers of the CRESWELL Ships Company partici
pated in the second annual RT A Great NSW Bike 
Ride. Over 2,000 participants cycled from the Snowy 
Mountains to Sydney via Jindabyne, Cooma, Can
berra, Goulbum, Moss Vale and Stanwell Park. 

Entrants sought sponsorship per kilometre from 
their mess mates and relatives to assist the endless 
work of the Multi Sclerosis Society. The 
CRESWELL participants made over $4000 for this 
worthwhile fundraising event and are looking for
ward to doubling their efforts for 1993. 

The CRESWELL Crusaders include LCDA Bridgart. LEUT Williams. LE UT Koehler. LE UT Roche. CPO Groves. LSDT 
Schofield. AB Elliot. AB Mcln tyre. AB Corrie . AB Dick. AB Keys. AB Stevens. AB Grundy and SMN Cross 

Most of the CRESWELL Crusaders Cycling Team with Captain C. S. M. Harrington. RAN 
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GOLF FUND RAISER A SUCCESS 

by Sub-Lieutenant R. Flay, RAN 

Nearly one hundred people attended a golf day held 
at the RANC Golf Club on Saturday 4 July 1992. 
The day was a fundraiser for the Jervis Bay School 
Parents and Citizens Association to aid projects at 
the school. 

The prime organiser of the event, Mrs Kerry 
Kenny, obtained sponsorships and prizes from the 
messes of HMAS CRESWELL and local busi
nesses. Members of local golfing associations and 
the community were invited to join club members 
in participating in the very successful day. 

The golfing itself was organised by Lieutenant 
Commander John Buttle and CPONPC Terry Imms, 
with A, B, Callaway and Ladies' Grade events 
being played. Novelty and children's events added 
to the enjoyment of the day which itself could only 
be described as a beautiful Indian Summer day for 
golf. 

The competition was fierce with Mr Steve Lunt 
coming out on top in A grade, Mr Mark Lunt 
winning B grade, and Lieutenant Geoff Turner the 
Callaway event. The Ladies' event was won by Mrs 
Chris Reddy. 

On completion of the golfing a sausage sizzle 
was held for the competitors and spectators and 
prizes for the events were presented by Captain 
Simon Harrington. 

The day raised $1100 for the Parents and Citi
zens Association. 

HMAS CRESWELL CROSS COUNTRY 
1992 

The date is 8 July 1992; the place is Royal Austral
ian Naval College, HMAS CRESWELL; the event 
is the 1992 RANC Inter-Divisional and Inter-Mess 
Cross Country Championships. 

The cross country course at RANC is 5.2 km 
long and it winds its way up, down and through a 
picturesque path of bay views, beaches, forests and 
grassy paddocks; but not many of the contestants 
notice their pleasant surroundings as they slog their 
way around the circuit. 

The course starts on the RANC parade ground, 
past the boat harbour, along the beach, up and down 
the length of the golf course and back to the parade 
ground. 

As anyone who has completed the course will 
tell you the critical stage is the sand covered hill at 
the halfway mark given the suitable name of Heart
break Hill. 

The annual CRESWELL Cross Country Cham
pionship has teams entered by the Wardroom (Of
ficers Mess), Senior Sailors Mess, Junior Sailors 
Mess and the trainee officers from Jervis Division 
and Phillip Division. Each team may enter an 
unlimited number of runners with the average time 
of the first ten determining the winning team. 

The Championship is also a chance to contribute 
points towards the Junior Officers Under Training, 
Cock Division Trophy which is an overall sports 
and academic trophy. 

The course record is currently held by Petty 
Officer Steward R. Bromley of the Senior Sailors 
Mess with a time of 17 minutes and 46 seconds. The 
overall winner for the 1992 CRESWELL Cross 
Country with a time of 17 minutes and 46 seconds 
was Petty Officer Steward R. Bromley of the Sen
ior Sailors Mess. 
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The flfSt female competitor was Leading Sea
man A. Schofield with a time of 22 minutes and 45 
seconds. The second place overall was taken out by 
Midshipman A. Savage, from Phillip Division, 
with a time of 21 minutes and 37 seconds. The 
veteran trophy went to the Commanding Officer of 
HMAS CRESWELL, Captain C. S. Harrington. 

This years winning mess for the Inter-Mess 
trophy was the Senior Sailors Mess and Jervis 
Division put in a good effort to win the Inter
Divisional trophy. 



One sporting event that you have to get use to at CRESWELL is the Cross Country Challenge. By the looks on most competi
tors faces at the finish line. you can see its not the easiest course! 
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TEN PIN BOWLING WINNERS 

Through the summer season of ten pin bowling, 
HMAS CRESWELL proved too strong for the rest 
of the Navy League. They were fortunate to play 
most of their games on home turf at Nowra, which 
gave them a strong advantage. The finals, however, 
weren't all good news, as they were defeated by 
PLA TS/PENGUIN and then again, with a very 
close game against W ATSON TWO. With a full 
team each week and good bowling CRESWELL 
was rewarded with many trophies. Firstly, they 
took out the top team on the ladder and then again 
as a team, the trophy for high team game. LSMTD 
Ray W right took out the League Champion A ward, 
and LSETP Roy Schearer took out the high game 
with Handicap Trophy. His score was a high 291. 
The other two players were ABETP Gordon Gunn 
and LSSTD Julie Lock. 
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NEW BRIDGE FOR GOLF CLUB 

Joshua Quigley, grandson of Neville Young, had 
the honour of being the first person to traverse the 
new bridge at the RAN College Golf Club 
(RANCGC). Joshua is a junior member of the St 
Georges Basin Country Club and a member of the 
Jack Newton Golf Foundation. He was one of many 
keen golfers to participate in the charity day spon
sored by CRESWELL for the Huskisson Rotary 
Club. The fundraiser was organised to raise money 
for the construction of a hydra therapy pool at 
Sanctuary Point. 



REX BENSON CRICKET CUP 1992 

by MIDN R. Fonhof, RAN 

Once again, late in the cricket season (or early in the 
football season) the Rex Benson Cricket match was 
held. This year the Naval Support team was led by 
RADM Holthouse and was up against the RANC 
team led by CAPT Harrington. The RANC team 
walked into this game with a confident, if not cocky 
attitude, for a victory. This feeling was enhanced as 
the RANC team was coming straight from a victory 
against ALBATROSS. 

Stars were abundant in both sides with the 
RANC team boasting MIDN Anthony Savage who 
plays representative level cricket in Western Aus
tralia. The support team boasted CMDR Ledger 
whose knowledge and skill was a great asset. 

RANC batted first on a pitch that can only be 
described as a mystery. Tragedy struck early in the 
peace for the RANC team as their great hope 
Anthony Savage was dismissed for a low score, 
closely followed by his opening partner, Phil Bur
gess. With the two out cheaply it looked ominous 
for the young RANC team, however, steadying 
innings by both Kimble Taylor and Steve Mills put 
the RANC team back on their feet. Both of these 
batsmen were forced to retire at 30, compulsory 
rules for this fixture. 

Further innings helped the score along at a quick 
pace. After a few quick wickets fell in the middle 
order, Rodney Brown and Roger Fonhof steadied 
the ship with a 40 partnership, the latter went on to 
retire at 31 after a couple of lucky chances. Steve 
Mills came back in after the nominated batsman 
had fallen and boosted his total to 50. The innings 
ended after 30 overs and RANC made 178 runs. 

A great, if not perfect, start by the Support 
openers left the RANC side wondering if the total 
was enough. The bowling was at best ordinary and, 
after an especially wayward delivery, Kimble Taylor 
was caught saying "I'm bowling with all the rhythm 
of a white man". 

Luckily for the RANC team the wickets eventu
ally did come and with a solid fielding performance 
the game was set to be a close one. However, 
tragedy struck the Support side with the dismissal 
of CMDR Ledger. The RANC side was able to 
maintain its slight advantage to win by 8 runs. 

With CAPT Harrington grinning like a cheshire 
cat when accepting the trophy the end came to a 
very competitive but enjoyable match with Support 
vowing to come back next year. 
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MCCAFFREY CROSS COUNTRY 
CHALLENGE SHIELD 

by MIDN A. J. Savage, RAN 

Saturday, 11 July 1992, saw the running of the 
annual McCaffrey Cross Country Challenge Shield. 
The Royal Australian Naval College (RANC) and 
the N owra Amateur Athletics Association (N AAA) 
have competed for the shield on 23 occasions since 
1969. This year the race took place over a difficult 
yet picturesque 5.2 km course at HMAS 
CRESWELL. 

The founder of the Shield is Frank McCaffrey 
who served in both the Royal Navy and the Royal 
Australian Navy. He was also the founder of the 
HMAS ALBATROSS Athletics Club and the 
NAAA. 

Since the Shield's inception, NAAA has won a 
total of 14 times to RANC's 9. This year some 150 
runners took part and, even though the Navy per
sonnel looked the part in their white and black 
singlets, they were no match for the local Athletics 
Club. The individual winner was Rick Bromley, 
representing RANC, in the record time of 17 min
utes and 36 seconds. The Shield was awarded to 
NAAA as it is the first ten runners across the line 
from each team that determines the overall winner. 

The day provides the ideal situation for the 
members of NAAA and their families to meet the 
Junior Naval Officers ofHMAS CRESWELL and 
also the opportunity for a tour of the establishment. 
Similarly, the naval personnel enjoy the extra com
petitiveness of running against the local club. All in 
all the day was enjoyed by everyone concerned and 
it ensured that the Shield will be contested again in 
1993. Here 's hoping for a more favourable result 
forRANC. 
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The Annual McCaffrey Cross Country Challenge, involving the Nowra Amateur Athletics Association and CRESWELL 
personnel shows that young and old like to 'enjoy' the rigours of the course. 
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ISCS SPORTS CARNIVAL 

PERSPECTIVE 1 

by SBL T Brad Fumess, RAN 

It was 1645 on Friday 15th July 1992. The mess 
dinner was still an all too recent memory for many 
of us as we set off to do battle in the Inter Service 
Collegiate Sports Carnival (Winter Edition). Re
membering how we had been humiliated in the 
Summer Edition of these sports, the Physical Train
ing staff had spent many hours teaching us the finer 
points of such sports as indoor soccer, touch rugby 
and netball. A mysterious game called touch-ball 
was also mentioned but no-one could decide on the 
exact rules so we sort of forgot about it. 

Arriving at RMC Duntroon just before 2200 on 
Friday evening, we were shown to our accommo
dation. Remembering how we had made a com
plete accommodation block available to the visiting 
teams in April, we eagerly followed our guide into 
the blocks. Imagine our chagrin when the guide 
(resplendent in Dress Blues with sword) stopped 
and announced, 'This is it.', in a television room 
filled with stretchers. The decision was made then 
and there that in future, the RMC team that visits 
CRESWELL will be sleeping with the kangaroos 
on the Quarterdeck. 

Saturday came and the Navy team prepared 
itself for action. After a hearty breakfast we headed 
off for a quick briefing in the gymnasium. It was 
here that we found out that netball was only a 
competition sport for RMC and ADFA. Our 
netballers were heartbroken, but cheered up some
what on receiving the news that they could still play 
against the girls in exhibition games. We split up 
and headed off to our various venues. For some, 
that meant the rack as their particular game didn't 
start until 1100. 

The touch rugby players were up first and looked 
good at the start with a win against RAAFCOL. We 
weren't so lucky in the games against RMC or 
ADFA and lost both ofthem. We were unlucky not 
to draw with ADFA when one of our tries was 
disallowed. The indoor soccer competition started 
next and it was here that RANC played what was to 
be their best games of the carnival. Beating ADFA 
in the first round, the team was revved up for the 
game against RMC. Army scored early and the 
match sometimes developed into something less 
than a skilful contest. A late goal by Navy drew the 

Some of the ISCS participants - they may not have won on the day but their sporting rigs were definite winners. 
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score and we held out until the final whistle. The 
superb goalkeeping effort put in by Todd Glynn 
was really the only thing that saved our team from 
defeat. Round 3 saw us defeat RAAF putting RANC 
in second place overall at this stage of the carnival. 

Touchball turned out to be a strange combina
tion of Australian Rules football and netball. Al
though they had only minimal training, our team 
acquitted themselves well against all comers and 
by Round 3 had picked up so much skill that they 
were able to down ADFA. The volleyball compe
tition was not an unqualified success with RANC 
being defeated in all three rounds. Bomber Brown 
somehow managed to find himself in the middle of 
all this mayhem although he was not officially a 
member of Andrew 'Gashie' Robinsons volleyball 
demons. 

The final event of the day was nice little jog 
called, 'The King of the Mountain'. Teams of 
seven had to complete a timed run which included 
running up a rather steep hill and then back down. 
Having the home team advantage, RMC were able 
to post the best time with Navy finishing a close 
third behind ADFA. The relatively short duration 
of the course (about 5 minutes) did not reflect the 
degree of difficulty and one Navy competitor was 
heard to remark that he would rather run the 
CRESWELL cross country twice than do the King 
of the Mountain again. 

The day ended with the usual presentation cer
emony. ADFA came first, followed by RMC and 
then RAAFCOL. Being beaten by RAAF was the 
final ignominy for the Navy team and it was obvi
ous that the PTI's were formulating some activities 
to focus our attentions in the future. All in all, the 
experience was very enjoyable and it is hoped the 
hospitality extended by RMC will be returned in 
kind when next they visit sunny HMAS 
CRESWELL. 
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PERSPECTIVE 2 

by SBL T Carl Mocnik, RAN 

Our Arrival 

Our arrival at RMC Duntroon on Friday 24 July 
1992 found us eagerly anticipating the lUXUry that 
we were sure was to be afforded us. Having previ
ously played the part of gracious host to our Army 
colleagues - providing them with an entire accom
modation block to themselves - we naturally ex
pected a stay of a reciprocal kind. Alas, this was not 
to be; that night found us camped out in army-issue 
cots in a dormitory arrangement. 

The evening was quiet and subdued. Perhaps 
not surprisingly, the ill effects of the previous 
night's mess-dinner were very evident, and very 
few ventured off the base that Friday night. 

The Day Events 

Saturday was interesting. The one female and 
seven male members of the CRESWELL netball 
team (having had all of an hour's experience in the 
game) showed everyone that plenty of enthusiasm, 
good-will, and of-course intimidation and brute 
strength, can overcome skill any time! The results 
were a win (10--4) and a close loss (18-21). An 
impressive result considering our adversaries were 
seasoned, experienced female players. 

The series of Indoor Touchball games (loosely 
based on Australian Rules Football) started with 
two teams of five men each. The rule of 'no substi
tutes if sent-off' did result in a problem for the 
CRESWELL team in one of the games, when only 
two of our players faced an RMC team's full 
complement, because of the three sent to the side 
(and just because of their enthusiastically good
natured way of tackling!). Final results: one win 
and two losses. 

The highlight of the soccer was undoubtedly 
when a 'RAAFy' dared manhandle one of our more 
timid Welsh players. Because of a most uncharac
teristic response ('surprising' all who know him), 
the CRESWELL footballer was ignominiously sent 
off. Final results: Two wins and a draw. 

The 'Fool on the Hill' would have been a more 
appropriate title for the 'King of the Mountain' 
competition. This was an agonising and sweaty run 
up, down and around Duntroon. CRESWELL's 
cross-country course could be considered child's 
play in comparison. The final result was a third 
placing in-front of RAAF COL. 



The final positions for the day's events were 
RMC 
ADFA 
RAAFCOL 
RANC 
Article edited by Gunnery Officer to protect the 

guilty NEOCS! 

ORIENTEERING WEEKEND 

by SBLT Sahlman, RAN 

During the weekend of 1-2 August three trainees 
namely Dave Graham, Steve Mills and myself 
Wayne Sahlman, tried our skills at orienteering by 
competing in the N.S.W. Regional Championships 
with our Senior Divisional Officer LCD R Bridgart. 

The story began approximately seven weeks 
ago with rumours of an orienteering event towards 
the end of our course. Before we knew it, the three 
of us were convinced to enter the competition by 
our local orienteering guru, LCDR Bridgart. 

Firstly, before actually competing we had to 
learn to find our way in the scrub using a compass, 
map and commonsense. Arriving at the site at 
Cootamundra on Saturday afternoon we began to 
put the theory learnt on the previous Thursday into 
practise on a warmup course. Initially the map and 
directions were rather bewildering but after two 
hours our skills were developed and honed (just as 
well - the event was the next day! !). 

Saturday evening was spent talking tactics over 
a meal at the local RSL and later at the local pub. 
Thanks must go to Mr and Mrs Mills for their 
hospitality in providing accommodation for the 
night. 

We awoke to a cold morning with a thick blan
ket of fog, visibility was very limited and conse
quently we were worried! How could we possibly 
locate those landmarks when our visibility was 
restricted to about ten metres? We competed in 
events according to our expected level of skill. 
Steve and myself competed together which we put 
to great use later during the race! 

The event was not as difficult as first suspected 
as we found that the fences were the best possible 
landmarks to follow and locate our positions. Our 
results were good and considering our past experi
ence - results were excellent! 

In all the weekend was most worthwhile and a 
great change from the sights and sounds of Creswell. 
It is an enjoyable sport if you like the' great out
doors' and is definitely recommended. 
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THE CRESWELL CUP 

by SBLT A.R. Clark, RAN 

The annual Creswell Cup Relay was held on 
Wednesday 5 August 1992. As an Interdivisional 
and Intermess competition, the event was an obsta
cle relay containing 11 legs. Because of the nature 
of each leg, the Creswell Cup was a prize that no 
single team had any clear advantage of winning. 

For Phillip Division, a win would mean an 
extension of their lead for Cock Division. For 
Jervis, it meant more than just staying in the run
ning for Cock Division, it meant a lead to build 
upon. The Creswell Cup was an event the Ward
room could win, notch up a rare victory. The danger 
sides to the Trainees were the Junior Sailors with 
their youth and vigour, and the Senior Sailors with 
their cunning and guile. 

The Cup started with an explosive dash from the 
College Reg Office to the gym. It was an all out 
sprint which turned into a three way battle between 
Jervis's Macca, Shiner from Phillip and the Junior 
Sailors. Macca was first into the gym where the 
competitors had to climb a rope to retrieve the 
batons from the rafters. During the climb, the 
Junior Sailors began to make up ground, and with 
Macca fumbling the baton, the Junior Sailors were 
first out of the gym. 

The baton was then passed to the next competi
tor for the second leg. The Junior Sailors were first 
into the obstacle course, with Taffy from Jervis and 
the POSY battling for second place, closely fol
lowed by the Wardroom and Jimmo from Phillip. 
The way the obstacles were set up meant that the 
lead into the leg was no real advantage and this 
proved to be the case. The congestion point was the 
cricket net placed down on the Quarterdeck, under
neath which the competitors had to pass. Anyone 
could have emerged first from here, with the utter 
chaos beneath the net as the teams pushed and 
wrestled for the exit. Again the Junior Sailors made 
it out first, but into the Zig Zag around the witches 
hats both the Junior and Senior Sailors slipped, 
allowing Taffy to hand over the baton to Nobby 
Clark in the wheelbarrow. 

With Big Jay pushing the wheelbarrow like a bat 
out of hell, Jervis were able to open a wide gap over 
the Senior Sailors. It was during this leg that Phillip 
were able to build their advance from last position 
by overtaking a waning Wardroom combination. 

The fourth leg began with Nobby opening an 
even wider gap. After the sprint from the Northern 
end of the Quarterdeck to the Wardroom, J ervis had 



established a 15 second lead over the second placed 
Senior Sailors who were followed in by Phillip 
after taking third place from the Junior Sailors. 

The fifth leg involved rolling a car tyre around 
the Admin. Building to Captain's Beach. Strategy 
would play a big hand in this round. Jervis's Spud 
Murphy, who was first off, had a sound stratergy of 
' slow and careful', so as not to waste time with a 
tipped over tyre. This was probably a sound strat
egy but the desperation of the Seniors and Phillip 
made it null and void. Richard threw caution to the 
wind and raced down the last straight, where he was 
able to overtake Spud near the end. As Spud stum
bled in Richard's wake, Jervis dropped to third as 
the Seniors overtook him. 

Now the teams had to enter the water for the 
sixth leg. Phillip hit the water first, manhandling 
the tube-inner out around the buoy and back into 
the beach. Patto from Jervis began to make up 
groud on the Seniors, as Phillip reached the beach. 
The Junior Sailors probably lost the race in this leg, 
but would they come last at the end? 

It was back into the water for the swimming leg, 
with Phillip's Biggles way out in front. Jervis 
edged into second place with the Battle Wombat, 
Bertie, body surfing into the beach ahead of the 
Seniors. 

The eighth leg would prove to be the end for 
Phillip. They managed to reach the water first with 
their canoe, but woe and behold, a 'freak' wave 
managed to turn their canoe into a submarine, 
allowing Jervis's canoe crewed by Grunter and 
Roger to take the lead. It has been said that Jervis's 
Divisional Chaplan, Robbo, might have arranged 
for this mishap with Higher authority, but this has 
not been proven. Phillip' s crew tried a number of 
times to blow 'main ballast' to surface their canoe, 
but this was not to be. As all teams passed them, 
they had to concede the race, since their canoe 
would never ride atop the waves again. With Phillip 
being awarded a DNF for this leg, the Juniors were 
saved from last place at the end. 

Once again Jervis were in the lead, but the 
experience of the Senior Sailors on the water began 
to tell. They managed to pass Jervis on the straight 
and were able to bring their canoe ashore first. 

The ninth leg, which was a race along the beach 
to No. 2 beacon was a battle between Daddy Long 
Legs Timber and the master runner himself, PO 
Bromley. Timber was able to keep up with the PO 
into the lagoon, where his long legs propelled him 
across the bottom into first place. But the experi
ence of the Senior Sailor's master runner was too 
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much for the 'old man' of Jervis. The Seniors were 
the first to pass the baton to the cyclist for the cycle 
leg. 

It was this leg that sealed it for the Senior 
Sailors. Although they wee not as far ahead at the 
beginning of the tenth leg as they may have wished, 
by the end it was clear they wouldn't be beaten from 
here on in. Now it is not exactly clear what forces 
were involved in making this so, but some feel that 
itwas probably just plain old 'bad luck' that Brownos 
from Jervis happend to be riding a bike on loan 
from the Senior Sailors and that a pedal just happend 
to fall off. Clearly the Seniors won this leg easily, 
and was quite a while before Brownos, cycling with 
just a single piston in operation, came home to pass 
the baton to Sqizzy Taylor for the final leg. 

By the time Sqizzy ran onto the Quaterdeck for 
the 400m dash, the Seniors had already won the 
Cup and with Jervis having firm hand on second 
place, Sqizzy was able to take in the sights on his 
tour around the track. 

The final placings were the Senior Sailors in 
first position, Jervis coming second, followed by 
the Wardroom and then the Junior Sailors with 
Phillip coming last (unusual for Phillip as they are 
often the victors!). Although Jervis didn't win the 
Creswell Cup, their victory over Phillip Division 
gave them enough points to take the lead in the 
battle for Cock Division. It turned out to be a good 
day for all, competitors and spectators alike. 



The Annual CRESWELL Cup proved that the youth of NEOC 12, the fitness of the Junior Sailors, and the spirit of the 
Wardroom was no match for the undisputed winning Senior Sailors team. 
The rest ofCRESWELL doesn 't just sit around either 
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PT STAFF 

The hard-working PT staff work long hours in the 
Sport and Recreation Department to cater for all 
sporting needs of trainees and Ship's Company, 
running all sporting events within CRESWELL 
all year round at a competitive and enjoyable 
level. 

Lieutenant Andrew (Dunny) DunJop, CPO (Bones) 
Sutton, PO (Ken) Mellowship, LS Anne-Maree (Wal) 
Schofield, and LS (Ty) Goodman, look forward to 
1993 and hope that the competitive streak in all is 
continued to make an exciting sporting year. 

Thanks to the PT staff for a fme effort in 1992. 

Left to Right: Anne-Maree (Wally) Schofield; Ken (Holiday) Mellowship; LEUT Andy (Dunny) Dunlop; Chief Bones Sutton ; 
Ty (No punches) Goodman . 
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HMAS CRESWELL 
BASE COMMITMENTS 

AND ACTIVITIES 
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The rest of CRESWELL 

doesn't just sit around either 
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LEGACYTHANKSCRESWELL 

HMAS CRESWELLcontinues to maintain its ties 
with the Nowra Legacy Contact Group, Mr Bill 
McCall and Mr Harold Woods presented a Legacy 
Shield as a token of their esteem and appreciation 
for the ongoing support of Legacy. The 
Commanding Officer of HMAS CRESWELL, 
Captain C.S.H. Harrington, RAN, accepted the 
shield on behalf of the Ship's Company and their 
families. 

Legacy supports the widows, widowers and 
children of deceased ex -servicemen and women 
who have served overseas in a recognised war zone 
and as the organisation does not receive any finan
cial assistance from any Government agencies they 
are entirely dependent upon public support. 

HMAS CRESWELL is proud to be associated 
with assisting the aims of Legacy and this support 
will continue. 

Harold Woods (left) and Bill McCall (right) presenting the Nowra Legacy Shield to Captain Harrington at the Clean-Up Day 
BBQ. 

Command Public Relations obviously knows where the best singers are, because CRESWELL was chosen to be part of the 
filming for the Four Corners program relating to HMAS VOYAGER. Those who participated, now know the Naval Hymn by 
heart - having sung it more than 30 times for the benefit of different camera angles and lighting effects. The cameraman 
mentioned that possibly we shouldn't give up our day jobs! 
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I don't think this is really counted as hard work. CRESWELL is often approached to provide 'volunteers' for fashion parades, 
debutante balls and fundraising activities. There was no shortage of young men for the Nowra F air Fashion Parade held on 
Saturday 4 April. 
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The Honourable Ros Kelly MP publicly announced the declaration of the Jervis Bay National Park on Monday 6 April. 
CRESWELL personnel were involved with the ceremony providing tents and assistance for the ceremony. The Minister called 
upon one of the students of J ervis Bay Public School to help her with the unveiling. 

ANZAC DAY 1992 - A NEOC 
PERSPECTIVE 

by SBLT David 'Bert' Robertson 

Anzac Day 1992 started early at CRESWELL 
with the traditional dawn service. It had rained the 
night before leaving the base with that 'clean' 
look that you normally get after rain (surprise, 
surprise). A few rain clouds remained gIvmg 
those attending a magnificent sunrise as the 
Chaplain gave his service. 

As NEOCs we were required to provide the 
Cenotaph Party which consisted of Middy's, Todd 
'Tinkerbell' Glynn, Joseph 'Krusty' Kempton and 
Darren 'Spud' Murphy, and Subby's, Rodney 
'Bomber' Brown and myself as Party Commander. 
For the Dawn Service the other NEOCs were 
required to act as choir. 

The Dawn Service went off without a hitch 
(from my perspective anyway!). Our classmates in 
the choir performed well and it was rumoured that 
some of them were approached by a talent scout 
with the view to record a 'Best of Anzac Day 
Hymns' Compact Disc. On completion it was up to 
the Senior Sailors for the Battle Breakfast. 

Once there we got into the traditional Anzac 
Day fare - a bit of a heart starter deemed necessary 
due to the cold weather, well to tell the truth it 
wasn't that cold but, it was a good excuse. Some 
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restraint had to be shown here as we had one more 
appointment for the day. 

The next evolution for the day was the trip into 
Huskisson for the Anzac Day march. We left 
CRESWELL about 1000 hours and on arrival at 
Husky there was a quick trip to the heads, to 'ease 
springs' following the afore-mentioned traditional 
Anzac Day Battle Breakfast. By this stage it had 
warmed up and was, in fact, quite a nice day. The 
march went off without a hitch, and we of the 
Cenotaph Party performed admirably (from my 
position), and adequately (from everyone else's 
viewpoint). Actually it would have gone really well 
except for an over-zealous bugler who started the 
'Last Post' before I could order the Party to 'Present
Arms', oh well- that's life. 

The Husky RSL extended a very warm welcome 
to all servicemen after the service, particularly the 
NEOCs. To many on the course it was their first 
Anzac Day in the service, and their first 'Rig Run' 
- an opportunity missed by few. All those who 
'kicked on' had a excellent time at the Husky RSL. 
By 2000 hours we had had enough, so it was back 
to CRESWELL. 

That was NEOC 12' s involvement in Anzac Day 
1992. All NEOCs involved felt the full reverence of 
the day, but also had a great day in the true Anzac 
tradition. 

Other members of CRESWELL's Ships Com
pany went to MiltonlUlladulla, Sanctuary Point, 
Culburra and Nowra. 



ANZAC DAY at CRESWEU starts early but for the Training Department Staffand trainees it is a day of tradition, memories 
and 'waries '. 
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NA V AL RESERVE CADETS 

From 5 to 12 July 1992 HMAS CRESWELL 
conducted annual continuous training for Naval 
Reserve Cadets from various cadet units around 
New South Wales. As well as being introduced to 
the more mundane elements of naval life, such as 
drill and rounds, their programme included a wide 
variety of topics designed to not only further 
acquaint them with the R.A.N., but to assist in their 
personal development. 

Naval topics included boatwork, sailing, and 
painting GPV BASS. As can be imagined, there 
were a number of wet and tired cadets coming 
ashore at the end of their sailing session, however 
LEUT Warren-Smith assured them it was a 
worthwile exercise, and all in all they seemed to 
enjoy the experience. Another interesting 
experience for hte cadets was flags recognition, 
conducted by POSY Glaesner. Apparently the 

cadets recognition skills were beter after one days 
instruction than the NEOCS was after six months. 
Perhaps it was a case of young minds soaking up 
information like a sponge, whereas the NEOCS 
take it up slowly through a straw. 

As mentioned above, the cadets programme 
also included a large component of personal devel
opment topics. For example, LEUT Smith warned 
them of the danger of drugs and alcohol, and 
POMED Hutchinson introduced them in basic fIrst 
aid. Perhaps the most exciting activity for the 
cadets however was abseiling at Governor's Head, 
with CPOPT Sutton. Through this the cadets not 
only experienced and overcame a degree of fear, 
but more importantly they were shown the impor
tance of trusting ones team mates. 

The Cadets departed CRESWELL on Sunday 
12 July, some with ideas of joining the R.A.N. in a 
few months time, others perhaps not, but all in all 
they left a little older and perhaps, a little wiser. 

Considering there was only six hours of parade drill programmed. the Cadets performed admirably at Commanding Officers 
Divisions. 
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PRESENTATION CEREMONY 

On 14 August 1992, shortly after HMAS 
CRESWELL's annual Passing Out Parade, Miss 
Trish Rankin presented her father's medals to 
Captain C.S.H. Harrington, RAN, Commanding 
Officer of HMAS CRESWELL. 

Fifty years previously in March 1942, Miss 
Rankin's father Lieutenant Commander R.W. 
Rankin, RAN was killed in action whilst in 
Command of the sloop HMAS Y ARRA. Ironically 
Rankin had assumed command of Y ARRA in 
February 1942 from Lieutenant Commander W.H. 
Harrington, RAN the father of CRESWELL's 
Commanding Officer. 

The Y ARRA was a veteran of actions in the 
Persian Gulf and Mediterranean theatres of war. In 
1942 she was engaged in the desperate attempts to 
stem the Japanese tide of invasion in South East 
Asia. 

In early March Y ARRA departed the island of 
Java as escort for a convoy of five vessels bound for 
Australia. At 0630 on 4 March, Australia was only 
four days steaming away when the convoy encoun
tered a Japanese task force of three cruisers and two 
destroyers. 

Rankin ordered the convoy to scatter and turned 
Y ARRA towards the enemy in a vain attempt to 
delay them long enough to allow the convoy to 
escape. Y ARRA was out-gunned and out-ranged 
as the cruisers stood off and sank the convoy one by 
one. By 0800 only Y ARRA was left; drifting 
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helplessly after shells had wrecked her engine 
room. Two of her guns were out of action and many 
of her men lay dead or wounded. 

Lieutenant Commander Rankin ordered 'aban
don ship'. Shortly afterwards a salvo of shells hit 
the bridge killing Rankin and all on duty there. 

Thirty-four men were able to get away from the 
blackened hulk of the Y ARRA, however, the ef
fects of wounds and exposure took their toll. On 9 
March a mere 13 ofYARRA's ship's company of 
151 were rescued by the Dutch submarine K11. 
None of the ship's officers were amongst the survi
vors. 

Rankin entered the Royal Australian Naval 
College at Jervis Bay in 1921 and graduated in 
1924 with the prizes for engineering and math
ematics. He was also a keen sportsman being 
awarded his Colours for rugby. After specialising 
in surveying he spent several years in the survey 
vessel HMAS MORESBY. 

Lieutenant Commander Rankin 's medals in
clude the 1939-45 Star, Atlantic Star, Africa Star, 
Burma Star and Pacific Star Clasp, 1939-45 War 
Medal and Australian Service Medal. 

These medals will go on display in the College 
Mess along with Lieutenant Commander Rankin ' s 
sword which had been previously donated by his 
widow, Mrs Molly McLean. 

Rankin also has the honour of one of the new 
Collins class submarines being named after him. 

HMAS CRESWELL was proud to host the 50 year graduate 
reunion which annually coincides with the Passing Out 
Parade. Those who attended included RADM A. 1. Robertson, 
AO, DSC RAN (Rtd); RADM P. M. Doyle, AO, OBE RAN 
(Rtd); Mr G. A. Ward; LEUT M. B. Gerrett, RAN (Rtd); LEUT 
B. K. Lawless-Pyne, RAN (Rtd) ; CDRE I. M. Burnside, OBE, 
RAN (Rtd); CDRE K. W Shands, OBE, RAN (Rtd) ; LEUT M. 
E. Poynter, RAN (Rtd); LCDR D. L. M. Dyke, RAN (Rtd). 



CONGRATULATIONS 

Congratulations to the many CRESWEU personnel who were awarded certificates, CO 's commendations, FONSC commen
dations, long service medals, achievement awards and to LCDR Brittle - the conspicuous service medal. These photo 's 
represent only a few of those who were rewarded and recognised for their hard work and efficiency during 1992. 
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JERVIS BAY PRIMARY SCHOOL - NAVY DAY 

Navy Day was celebrated slightly differently in 
1992 when 80 children from the Jervis Bay School 
visited the establishment to partake in a range of 
activities. The school, comprising mostly children 
ofHMAS CRESWELL personnel, Jervis Bay Vil
lage and Wreck Bay residents, asked for the help of 
the Ship's Company in organising a challenging 
but educational day. 

During the visit the children learnt first aid 
techniques, weapons safety, firefighting and even 
parade training. For the children the highlights 

were playing with the fire hose, sounding the fire 
engine and ambulance siren, playing 'patient' and 
being bandaged from head to foot. For the Parade 
Training Staff it was certainly an experience teach
ing eight-year-olds left and right wheels, halting on 
the correct step and keeping in step. A reminder 
about which was the left and right foot was also 
needed occasionally. 

The Minister for Education, Mr Bill Wood, also 
watched the many and varied activities whilst also 
taking the opportunity to talk to parents and teachers. 
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A ride in the ambulance was too good an opportunity to miss/or Jacob Brown, Lucas Kingma, Kaylene McLeod and Kenny 
Brown with Matthew Wood the patient. 
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Hands-on experience, particularly with the fire hose, proved to be popular with the students 

r 
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The challenge of first aid at CRESWEU was no match for a ride in a Seaking helicopter during the 817 F amities Day. 
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RANC HISTORICAL COLLECTION 

The Royal Australian Naval College Historical 
Collection has existed for several years being housed 
in a variety of areas including Geelong House 
(demolished in December 1976) the library and 
until recently in the building currently used as the 
JOSC Administration. The collection in its present 
form was opened on 5 November 1990 by the then 
Commanding Officer of HMAS CRESWELL, 
Captain D.J. Ramsay, RAN. The historical collec
tion exists to preserve the history of the Naval 
College and the RAN as a whole. 

There are several displays which include a mock 
up of a midshipman's cabin and photograph dis
plays of midshipmen at work, on the sporting field 
and relaxing. Another area is set aside for display 
of RAN relics and includes photographs of ships, 
cap tallies, a model of a Guided Missile Destroyer, 
the last deck log of HMAS AUSTRALIA (sunk 
under the terms of the Washington agreement in 
1924) and a letter written by a Petty Officer serving 
in HMAS SYDNEY in November 1914 shortly 
after the sinking of the EM DEN in which he de
scribes the action. 

Uniforms and medals are displayed in another 
room. Medals dating from the Battle of Waterloo to 
the present day are on display as are the medals and 
decorations of the late Vice Admiral Sir John 
Collins, KBE, CB, Order of the Orange Nassau 
(Netherlands), Legion of Merit (USA). Sir John 
was a member of the first entry to RANC in 1913 
and the first RANC graduate to become The Chief 
of Naval Staff. His medals were donated by his 
widow, Lady Collins in 1991. 

Also on display in the uniform room are the 
medals of Commodore Sir James Ramsay, KCMG, 
KCVO, K St J, CBE, DSC, the late Governor of 
Queensland. 

Yet another room, designated as the memorial 
room contains tributes and plaques to RANC gradu
ates who have lost their lives in defence of Aus
tralia. This display includes the Albert Medal 
presented postumously to Midshipman Kerry 
Marian in 1964 for the part he played in saving lives 
when HMAS VOYAGER was sunk off Jervis Bay 
in a collision with the aircraft carrier HMAS MEL
BOURNE. 

A separate section of the collection is the pres
entation room, located on the lower deck of Cerberus 
House. This room contains class photographs of 
midshipmen dating back to 1913 and also houses 
the Webber Model Ship collection. Mr Peter Webber 
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of Falls Creek has constructed several wooden ship 
models, his most recent model of a 40 gun frigate 
taking over 3000 hours to complete. These models 
are donated free of charge to RAN C by Mr Webber. 

The collection also consists of several relics 
located within the confines ofHMAS CRESWELL. 
These include a Japanese Shrine Lantern donated 
to RANC in 1949. The lantern originally came 
from the city of Hiroshima and was located near 
ground zero on the day that the first atomic bomb 
was dropped on that city. Also located in the 
grounds is the shell damaged range finder from 
HMAS SYDNEY at which Able Seaman Albert 
Hay was killed during SYDNEY's clash with 
EMDEN. 

In 1992 over 4000 people visited the collection 
including senior ADF officers and visiting foreign 
naval officers to cub and scout groups. The collec
tion is also a popular tourist attraction for local bus 
tour groups. 

The collection is open each Wednesday from 
1200-1245 and at other times as arranged with the 
Historical Collection Officer. 

Photo: Lieutenant Greg Swinden RAN is still spit polishing 
shoes! As the Historical Collection Officer he puts in many 
hours of his own time ensuring visitors see the displays in 
good condition. 



IN MEMORY 

MR G. F. ADENEY, MBE, MA, DIP.ED. 

News was received in April 1992 that Mr George 
Frances Adeney, a lecturer at the RAN College 
from 1928 until his retirement in 1961, has died in 
Frankston Victoria. 

Mr Adeney was born in the Western District of 
Victoria and was educated at Trinity Grammar 
School, Kew and the University of Melbourne. At 
Trinity he became Captain of the school and repre
sented the school in Cricket, Football, Tennis and 
Athletics. 

He graduated from University with a Master of 
Arts and Diploma of Education, with Majors in 
English and History. After teaching at Trinity Gram
mar School he joined the professional staff of the 
College in 1928. 

Initially he taught English and History, but 
when the College was moved to HMAS 
CERBERUS (Flinders Naval Depot) in 1930 he 
became the French and Geography teacher. 

He was promoted to Senior Master in 1941 and 
occassionally acted as Deputy Headmaster. Mr 
Adeney was a keen historian and gave assistance to 
Mr E. B. Eldridge when he wrote the "History of the 
Royal Australian Naval College". Later he wrote 
an appendix to this title "A Tale of Twelve Years" 
dealing with the College from 1948 until 1960. 
Secitons of this were used in the recent history of 
the College "Work Hard, Play Hard". 

Mr Adeney took part in many activities at the 
College including editor of the College Magazine 
and as a sporting coach and official. He was made 
a member of the British Empire (MBE) in 1959. In 
May 1961 he retired and moved to Frankston where 
he died in April 1992. 

THE NAVAL PRAYER 

o Eternal Lord God, who alone spreadest out the heavens, and rulest the raging of the sea; who has 
compassed the waters with bounds until day and night come to an end: Be pleased to receive into thy 
Almighty and most gracious protection the persons of us thy servants, and the Fleet in which we serve. 
Preserve us from the dangers of the sea, and from the violence of the enemy; that we may be a safegaurd 
unto our most gracious Sovereign Lady, Queen Elizabeth, and her Dominions, and a security for such as 
pass on the seas upon their lawful occasions; that the inhabitants of our land may in peace and quietness 
serve thee our God, and that we may return in safety to enjoy the blessings of the land, with the fruits of 
our labours and with a thankful remembrance of thy mercies to praise and glorify thy holy name; through 
Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen 
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